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Chapte rr  Six 
Casee Study Gak Nederlan d 

"Occupational"Occupational disability is especially a non-medical matter. It is a question of 
mobilitymobility in the first place" (FinDagl5dec99) 

Inn this chapter I present the case study at Gak Nederland B.V., further referred to as 
Gak.. I studied Gak during the period of April 1998 to February 1999. The chapter 
unfoldss as follows. 

 An introduction to Gak Nederland B. V. 
 An introduction of the main units of analysis, the three front offices 

Relatiebeheerr & Verkoop (R&V, relation management and sales), 
Polisbeheerr (policy management) and the Centra voor Werk and Inkomen 
(CWI,, centers for labor and income). 

 Data collection: the sources of information at Gak Nederland B.V. 
 Gak's services. 
 Gak's market. 
 Gak's basic organizational structure. 
 Gak's strategy. 
 Degrees of customization at Gak. 
 Front office R&V. 
 Front office Polisbeheer. 
 Front office CWI. 
 Conclusions and a discussion on what I learned from the Gak case 

Thee main parts of the chapter are the sections on Gak's strategy and the sections on 
thee three front offices. 

Gakk Nederlan d B.V. 

Duringg the period of the case study, Gak Nederland was part of Gak Groep NV 
(GAKJvrsg98),, a private company providing public services and private services. 
Gakk Groep NV had two daughters: Gak Nederland B.V. and Gak Holding B.V. 
(GAKJvrsg98).. Gak Holding B.V. provided several private services and consisted 
off  nine subsidiaries. These companies and its basic services are depicted in table 6.1 
(GAKJvrsg98).. Gak Holding B.V. had a turnover of 178 million Euros in 1998 and 
employedd an average of 1,145 people (GAKJvrsg98). During the period of study 
Gakk Holding B.V. entered into a strategic alliance with the Dutch financial service 
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companyy Achmea to broaden its market into private and company insurances and 
employeee benefits services. On several occasions in this case study, the private 
servicess of Gak Holding B.V. are referred to as services of the 'B-branch'. The 
abbreviationn GAK stood for Gemeenschappelijk Administratie Kantoor (common 
administrationn office). 

Thiss case study is restricted to Gak Nederland B.V. Gak Nederland was the 
largestt Uitvoeringsinstelling (UVI - social security administration agency) in the 
Netherlands.. At the first of January 1998, Gak Nederland employed 10,813 full time 
equivalentss distributed over 12.113 employees (GAKNLJvrs98). Its turnover in 
19988 was about 722 million Euros (GAKJvrsg98). Gak Nederland collected 13 
billionn Euros social security premiums in 1998 and paid 8,3 billion Euros social 
securityy benefits during that period (GAKNLJvrs98). 

Gak'ss Fron t Office s 

Differentt departments of Gak Nederland have different kinds of contact with 
customerss (sector counsels, employers and employees) (Commlnv). To study of all 
thesee contacts was beyond the scope of this study. The study focused on three front 
officess for which Gak's policy was to migrate into single points of contact. 

 Relatiebeheer & Verkoop (R&V, relation management and sales). 
 Polisbeheer (policy management). 
 Centra voor Werk and Inkomen (CWI, centers for labor and income). 

Thee functions of these front offices wil l be explained in the forthcoming sections 
dedicatedd to each front office. 

Company Company 
Automatiseringg Sociale 
Zekerheidd B.V. 
Gakk Verzekeringen B.V. 
SVIANEDD B.V. 
ViaPrismaa B.V. 
Gakk Bedrijfszorg B.V. 
StatorB.V. . 
LAI CC B.V. 

Gakk Onroerend Goed 
B.V. . 
Gakk Sociale Zekerheid 
B.V. . 

BasicBasic services 
Informationn Technology services. 

Privatee insurance services and collection services. 
Dataa and telecommunications services. 
Electronicc collection and distribution of data. 
Occupationall  healthcare services. 
Consultingg services on assistance and security management. 
Psychologicall  assistance to decrease absenteeism because of 
illnesss and occupational disability due to psychological 
affections. . 
Reall  estate holding company. 

Sociall  security related administration services to Dutch 
municipalities. . 

Tablee 6.1: Subsidiaries of Gak Holding 
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Dataa Collectio n 

Inn the case study at Gak the following information sources has been used. 
 Documentation (see specific references at the end of this chapter). 
 Interviews: 19 interviews with senior management, account managers, project 

management,, policy management, front office employees of the CWI and two 
customerss of GAK (two organizations). 

Gak'ss Service s 

Thee services of the complete Gak Group are grouped into three categories. 
 Administration of social security acts. 
 Administrative settlement through electronic services and organizational 

arrangements. . 
 Services in the field of illness and occupational disability prevention and re-

integration. . 
Thiss study is restricted to the public services in the first two categories. Re-
integrationn services started during 1998 with the introduction of the REA act on the 
firstfirst of July and haven't been taken into account in the study. 

Gakk Nederland B.V. administered social security obligations for its customers 
(sectors,, employers and employees). On the basis of tenure and salary registrations, 
Gakk defined social security insurance premiums and collected these from employers 
andd employees. In 1998, Gak administered all social security laws in the 
Netherlandss for 193,000 employers and 3,782,000 tenures (GAKNLJvrs98). It 
adjudicatedd social security benefits to (former) employees and allocated subsidies 
forr re-integration of unemployed or occupational disabled people. Furthermore Gak 
inspectedd employers and employees to prevent and to trace fraud. The laws 
administeredd by Gak Nederland during 1998 are depicted in table 6.2 
(GAKNUvrs98). . 

Gak'ss Market 

Gakk Nederland anticipated major changes in the social security business in the 
periodd of study and the years before and after. As a result of the parliamentary 
inquiryy of the Commission Buurmeijer and the resulting changes in Dutch 
legislationn (see appendix B), the UVI's faced major changes in their environment. 
Fromm 1952, on behalf of the Organisatiewet Sociale Verzekeringen (Social Security 
(Organization)) Act) the Dutch industry was categorized into 26 industries, each 
havingg their own industry association. The central bodies of employers and 
employeess founded the Gak in 1952 to perform the social security administration of 
188 industry associations. These industry associations commissioned Gak until 1997. 
Upp until that year Gak didn't face any competition. 
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DutchDutch social security law 

Werkloosheidswett (WW) / Unemployment Insurance Act. 
Wett uitbreiding loondoorbetaling door werkgever bij 
ziektee (Wulbz) / Continued Payment of Wages and 
Salariess (sickness) Act. 
Wett Arbeids Ongeschiktheid (WAO) / Occupational 
disablementt Benefits Act. 
Wett Arbeidsongeschiktheidsverzekering jong 
gehandicaptenn (Wajong) / Disablement Assistance Act for 
Handicappedd Young Persons. 
Wett Arbeidsongeschiktheidsverzekering Zelfstandigen 
(WAZ)) / Self-employed Persons Disablement Insurance 
Act. . 
Toeslagenwett / Supplementary Benefits Act. 
Wett reïntegratie arbeidsgehandicapten (REA) / Disability 
Re-integrationn Act. 

AmountAmount of adjudications / 
amountamount of terminations 

282,000/295,000 0 
442,000/nott available 

43,100/36.200 0 

6,3000 / 3,900 

3,5000 / 3,000 

89,3000 / not available 
Nott available (started on the 
firstt of July 1998) 

Tablee 6.2: Laws administered by Gak Nederland during 1998 

Fromm the first of March 1997, based on the new Organisatiewet Sociale 
Verzekeringen,, the industry associations discontinued their existence and Gak 
shouldd be commissioned by other parties in two phases (GAKstruc97; GAK2002; 
HFDlijnen).. In the first phase Lisv would become the formal commissioner and 
sectorr counsels (to be formed by the industry) would become commissioners as 
regardss content. The sector counsels would become real customers with 
differentiatedd demands, but the funding of UVI's to perform their social security 
administrationn would come from Lisv. In the second phase, new entrants would be 
allowedd to enter the UVI market and employers would be free to choose their UVI 
ass supplier of social security administration services. The first phase was introduced 
too facilitate existing UVI's in getting used to market forces. In the second phase new 
entrantss and free choice of suppliers was allowed to create more competition. 
Duringg the period of study Gak migrated into the second phase and competition 
raised.. Lisv encouraged competition between the UVI's to increase the quality of 
theirr service and to decrease administrative costs. 

Besidess the introduction of competition, the UVI's in general and Gak in 
particularr (as being the largest UVI) faced several major legislatory changes, which 
affectedd their business. Legislatory changes were introduced to provide employers 
andd employees with incentives to prevent employees from illness, disablement and 
unemploymentt and to re-integrate ill , disabled and unemployed people in the job 
markett (by conducting people to their former job or to new jobs). 

AA short history of the major changes in the Dutch social security legislation 
sincee the Commission Buurmeijer is provided in appendix B. 
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Gak'ss Basic Organizationa l Structur e 

Gakk Nederland was divided into six directorates. The responsibilities of the 
directoratess are described in table 6.3 (GAKstruc97). The directorates Distributio n 
andd Employers were both responsible for  the 29 district offices. The district 
directorss were responsible for  the front  offices Polisbeheer  and the CWI's. R&V 
felll  under  the responsibility of the directorate Sales and product development. 

Gak'ss Strategy : Innovatio n from Mass to Scope Orientatio n 

Duringg the period of research the service positioning strategy of Gak Nederland 
movedd from a mass oriented strategy to a scope oriented strategy (see table 6.4). 
Thee situation at the start of the study was that Gak's main business was one of mass 
transactionss along standardized processes with many parties (sectors, employers and 
employees)) in the market. Limited differentiation was made between these parties. 
Gak'ss emphasis for  the period 1996-1998 was on scale, improving the 
price/performancee ratio, cost control as condition to survive and service 
improvementt  to employers by reduction of administrative burden (BUSIPLAN). An 
externall  consultancy bureau characterized the situation as efficiency oriented, 
standardd products (eventually specific for  sectors) and a hierarchical, functional 
partitionedd organization with central decision-making (Commlnv). 

Directorate Directorate 
Distribution n 

Employers s 

Saless and 
product t 
development t 
Financee and 
economics s 
ICT T 
Supportt staff 

Tablee 6.3: Global 

GeneralGeneral responsibilities 
 Allocation of unemployment, disability or sickness benefits. 
 Registration of insurance policies of employers. 
 Re-integration of (partly) disabled people to new jobs or to the job 

market t 
 Collection and registration of data about employers, employees and 

tenures. . 
 Determination and collection of premiums and inspection of 

employers. . 
 Sales, relation management and account management. 
 Product development. 
 Quality management. 
 Planning and control, financial accounting and reporting. 
 Registration of financial and human resource data. 
 ICT systems development, architecture and systems operations. 
 Organizational consultancy and change management. 
 Human resource management. 
 Legal affairs. 
 Communications. 
 Facilities management. 

responsibilitiess of Gak's directorates 
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>

ServiceService positioning 
strategystrategy> 

Organizational Organizational 
design design 
characteristics: characteristics: 
Naturee of the service 
process s 

Servicee type 

Valuee adding focus 

Interaction n 
governance e 
Management t 
approach h 
Marketingg approach 

Economies s 

MassMass orientation 

Standardizedd / 
Infrastructura l l 

Product t 
(standardized) ) 
Processs and source 

Selling g 

Production-line e 
perspective e 
Transaction n 
marketing g 
Economiess of scale 

ScopeScope orientation 

Modularr / 
componentt based 

Service/product t 
(masss customized) 
Process,, interactive 
andd client 
Sparring g 

Empowerment t 
perspective e 
Relationship p 
marketing g 
Economiess of scope 

Partnership Partnership 
orientation orientation 

Add hoc structured and 
interconnectedd with 
customerr processes 
Puree service 
(customized) ) 
Clientt and interactive 

Jobbing g 

Empowerment t 
perspective e 
Relationship p 
marketing g 
Economiess of 
relationships s 

Tablee 6.4: Gak's move from mass to a scope orientation 

Thee situation changed during the period of study. Gak's board of directors took 
aa stance towards the changes in the social security business at the beginning of 1998 
(VisieOl). . 

 Large companies and groups of large companies could commission re-
integrationn of unemployed or occupationally disabled people. They close a 
contractt for the coherent delivery of these services by UVI's, occupational 
healthh care services and temporary employment service providers. 

 The LISV keeps a coordinating role, among which those in the co-operation 
frameworkk of Samenwerking Werk and Inkomen (SWI - cooperation work 
andd income). 

 Public tasks are integral part of social insurance packages, which wil l be 
suppliedd to (groups of) companies. The financial interests of UVI's wil l be 
parallell  to insurers because of shared re-integration. 

 Sector counsels chose the UV1 for WW-administration themselves. The 
WAO-administrationn wil l be decided on company level. 

 Widening of rules to enter the market, so that new UVI's wil l enter the 
market.. The continuity of existing UVI's wil l be guaranteed through the 
buildingg of own capital. 
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 SWI wil l be designed as a simple system of agreements between 
municipalities,, UVFs and employment stimulation agencies. 

 The administrative burden wil l decrease by cooperation between public and 
privatee companies. 

 Identification, control and justification of public processes and budgets wil l 
continuee unabated. 

Duringg the period of study, Gak started delivering specific services to sectors 
andd employers to retain customers. This shift in strategy stems from changing policy 
forr the period 1998-2000, for which the business plan stated the following 
(BUSIPLAN). . 

 Offering of customized solutions for customer specific wishes and 
preparingg the organization, systems and processes for product 
differentiation,, with saving of scale in the back office. 

 Adequate, service oriented, proactive front offices. Problems of 
customerss need to be signaled and solved in time. Relation management 
wil ll  become important. 

 A certain degree of standardization of bulk processes remains 
inevitable. . 

 More investment in human resources. 
 A flexible organizational design. 
 Sustaining focus on cost control. 
 Striving for competitor advantage due to ICT. 

Thee change in Gak's strategy during 1998 is a change into the direction of scope 
orientation,, in which different customer groups would be served with mass 
customizedd services. The next quotations show how Gak's strategy was seen as 
movingg from mass to scope orientation. 

Thee next quotes indicate a move towards modularity, mass customization and 
economiess of scope. 

"The"The larger the customer the more we think in packages that are built 
modular.modular. We think about the 200-plus customers, the administration offices 
andand AA-accountants. These last two groups are the portals to small and 
mediummedium enterprises (SME). Gak can support these intermediaries in their 
adviseadvise role towards their customers with service packages and service 
conceptsconcepts of Gak " 
"The"The strategy that will  be applied for SME's (80%) will  be focused on low 
costs,costs, run in procedures, ease for customers and standard products, 
eventuallyeventually with some cosmetic customization. For large accounts (20%), we 
willwill  deliver mass customization." 
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"Gak"Gak uses the BarbaPappa model: a metaphor for a flexible organization 
withwith a solid back office surrounded by bulgings that might disappear. So, a 
massmass customization model with a standardized back office with on top of it 
customizationcustomization extensions that will  be produced downstream. For the back 
officeoffice applies the 80-20 rule: 80% standard, 20% complex customization." 

"The"The image that emerges is one of segmentation of the market, in which 
commoditiescommodities will  be delivered to one group of customers, while another 
groupgroup will  receive services built from modules and a third group will  be 
servedserved with new service concepts and more service concepts." 

Thee next quotes indicate a move towards customer retention, relationship 
marketingg and a first segmentation of the market. 

"The"The marketing strategy is focused on retention of customers and enlarging 
thethe turnover per customer. " 

"We"We offer risk prevention, risk insurance and administrative services (that's 
ourour assortment definition)...The Gak brand will  focus on contacts, not on 
products,products, the full service concept is a relational concept. This is a strategic 
choice,choice, we vision our value added not in products but in capacity, in which 
itit  handles about relation management and in which capacity varies based 
onon the composition of products." 

"In"In  the future we clearly have to set goals and we have to appoint target 
groups....Ifgroups....If a customer has special requirements that are hard to fit in our 
organization,organization, then we don't have to satisfy these requirements. We're 
talkingtalking about product/market combinations. At the moment, we don't have 
targettarget groups. We don't act on it. We react on the demand. This is different 
fromfrom defining product/market combinations. " 

"Risk"Risk prevention and to be insured risks, customer size and their role 
(intermediary(intermediary or not) are the most important criteria, I would use to 
segmentsegment the market." 

Thiss last quote indicates a move towards a sparring interaction governance and 
moree focus on value adding through interactivity. 

"At"At the contract level, requirements of customers will  be bridged with Gak's 
propositionproposition in terms of type of products and services. On the operational 
levellevel (operational communication, services, advise, etc.) specific customer 
requirementsrequirements have to be satisfied with the products and service Gak has." 
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Thee development in Gak's strategy from mass to scope orientation is reflected 
inn the communications plan of Gak (Commlnv). The director Communications 
expressedd the tenor of the communication plan as follows. 

"In"In  Gak's communication with the outside world, three levels are 
distinguished:distinguished: public affairs, sales and commerce, [EdV: Relatiebeheer & 
Verkoop]]  and operations [EdV: Polisbeheer]. 

TheThe quality of the operational level is seen as part of the actual performance 
andand is the evidence for all commercial promises. In commercial actions we 
definedefine propositions and contracts that need to be proven in the operations. 
TheThe appreciation of Gak largely will  be defined by our actual performance 
andand operational communications. The most commercial is probably simply 
improvementimprovement of operational communication... 

ContactsContacts on the operational level will  often be with the same people as on 
contractcontract level, in sector counsels and industry organizations. They feed their 
imageimage about Gak from their experiences with our actual performance. The 
samesame people are often in the umbrella and interagent organizations that 
influenceinfluence governmental policy. This requires coherent communications. 
AlthoughAlthough we won't see the same persons or departments on the three levels 
ofof communications at the Gak side, opinions on Gak at the customer side do 
convergeconverge and will  reach decision-making unit's who close contracts. That 
meansmeans that Gak needs to organize itself on the same quality level as the 
customercustomer does. The contact person on the other side determines our contact 
person.person. That means that operational and commercial relation management 
shouldshould not be explicitly separated than is the case at the moment, in spite of 
thethe fact that the two differ in tasks. The operational level is more 
administrativeadministrative and the commercial level is more focused on determining the 
proposition.proposition. Polisbeheer, thus, needs to be seen as part of the complete 
commercialcommercial process. We need to link the account manager who speaks on 
highhigh levels, the contact person with the employer on decentral level and 
PolisbeheerPolisbeheer who manages the administration. This is Gak's challenge, 
becausebecause at the moment these are separated. 

TheThe actual situation is that on the operational level, the customer has more 
oror less one-to-one relationships with the policy manager and the inspector, 
whilewhile an important part of the sales activities take place in contacts with 
sectorssectors and large companies. In contacts on central and decentral level, the 
emphasesemphases is on administrative implementation, on the micro level of the 
relation.relation. This also applies for contacts with sector counsels and large 
accounts.accounts. Gak will  strengthen these contacts by talking more in marketing 
termsterms about customer requirements for risk minimalisation, risk 
managementmanagement and administration services (the questions of customers on the 
macromacro level). Customer contacts need to develop in the direction of 
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requirementsrequirements determination, proposition development, price determination, 
contributioncontribution to the customer's profit and sales of packages." 

Chang ee Progra m Aansluitin g 

Thee development of the strategy from mass orientation towards scope orientation 
wass made operational through an ambitious change program, called Aansluiting 
(junction)) (GAK2002). Within this program a wide variety of projects was started 
too design and implement a new organization. These projects ranged from 
implementingg an integral view of the customer to implementation of a flexible 
insurancee administration, electronic files, innovation of the unemployment benefits 
process,, knowledge management, product- and process flexibilit y and innovation of 
thee ICT infrastructure. The program and most of the projects were ICT driven and 
focusedd on organizational processes and can be characterized as typical business 
reengineeringg / business process redesign endeavors (Bouman et al. 1995; Huizing 
&&  de Vries, 1998). With Aansluiting, Gak planned the following (AANSLPvA). 

 To map the market and to investigate the requirements of commissioners, 
sectors,, employers and citizen (through database marketing and customer 
relationshipp management). 

 To implement a flexible product structure by configuration of customized 
productss out of standardized components and to implement flexible 
processess by modular process descriptions. 

 To improve control, accountability and human resource management. 
 To improve data acquisition, processing and storage and to implement chain 

integration.. Through the electronic integration of large employers and a 
flexiblee insurance administration, Gak would obtain central databases on 
relationss (employers, employees, etc), products and policies to provide 
thesee data to its primary processes and relevant third parties. 

Thee ambition of the program is reflected by its planned cost. To finish the 
completee portfolio of projects within the period of 1998-2002, Aansluiting needed a 
budgett of 294 million Euros (including 65 million Euros on hardware). The program 
wass planned for the period Januari 1998 to Januari 2001 (AANSLPvA). 

Typess of Innovatio n 
Gak'ss strategy was to innovate from a mass oriented strategy without any real 
competitionn towards a scope oriented strategy to retain existing customers (sectors 
andd employers) in an environment of rising competition. In table 6.5 Gak's practice 
iss characterized by the innovation types of Gallouj and Weinstein. 

Manyy of the customization innovations initiated at the customer-provider 
interfacee (in Gallouj's terms ad hoc innovations) were ad hoc in the general sense as 
well,, meaning uncontrolled and without a clear organized a posteriori recognition, 
disseminationn and codification of new built competences. 

"To"To deliver customization, you have to get together the right people in a 
workingworking group, who study, together with the customer, what is possible. 
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AlthoughAlthough things changed the last two years, still too less time is made for 
workingworking group members to engage themselves continually with development 
andand conceptualization of customization applications. If Gak sees 
customizationcustomization as a product, resources should be made free to analyze 
patternspatterns over customization initiatives. These patterns should lead to 
standardizationstandardization of customization to ease delivery. Nowadays, when we want 
toto customize, we always have to search for product components. The wheel 
getsgets invented all the time because internally we don't have sufficiently run-
inin procedures." 

"At"At the moment several customization initiatives run, in the operations and 
datadata supply for different sectors, for example for the temporary employment 
sectorsector (Reflex). Other initiatives led to concentration of case processing, as 
forfor example for the sector counsels merchant marine, Akzo Nobel, NS, etc. 
ThereThere is no coordination recognizable over these different initiatives. " 

Althoughh Gak moved towards a scope orientation and made use of 
recombinativee and ad hoc innovations to do so, the above-mentioned quotes show 
thatt the organization wasn't designed for it. The next quotes confirm this and show 
thatt Gak tried to protect its standardized processes. 

"Customers"Customers find it incomprehensible that the factory is protected that way. 
GakGak is not very customer oriented in this regard." 

Innovation Innovation 
Incremental l 
innovation n 
Add hoc 
innovation n 

Recombinativ v 
ee or 
architectural l 
innovation n 

Radical l 
innovation n 

Characteristics Characteristics 
 Changes in a form of eight A4 to one A4 in one of the district offices, 

becausee employers had complaints on the form. 
Somee of the innovations resulted from customer pressure and were 
triggeredd through customer contact, as the following quote shows. "The 
formerformer idea was: "Oh please let it remain standard because otherwise it 
becomesbecomes so difficult and we can't count it any more..." But the settlement 
structurestructure ofLISVis not the reason. It is more the culture of the 
organization.organization. Large customers like KPN, who want to prove themselves to 
LlSVwithLlSVwith new products, help us to challenge that. The customer serves as 
aa drawbar." 

 The main elements of the change program Aansluiting. 
 Supply chain integration with the data roundabout. 
 The one-processing office concept, employer teams and expert 

concentrationn in one office. 
 No indications. 

Tablee 6.5: Innovation types at Gak 
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"Head"Head of LISV sneered last year during negotiation: "What do you want 
withwith all these sectors. I mean, nowadays you 're even not able to count all 
thesethese standard products properly, let alone if you have 44 of each type. 
YouYou 're such a factory. You 're not ready for it. " 

"A"A company like Unilever is a passage house. We go there monthly to see 
what'swhat's going on and what we need to do. Unfortunately, we're not able to 
leapleap on its developments with our current too standardized products, so that 
wewe can't deliver them extra services. Then we use makeshift measures, while 
wewe wanted to arrange some customization. Unilever works with 
apprenticeships,apprenticeships, people who work abroad, etc., all kinds of variants, which 
areare not taken into account in Gak systems. That leads to problems with 
suppliedsupplied data (tenures, wages, etc.). We sent the tapes back because Gak 
can'tcan't process them. Then we solve it with Videotex, for which that is not 
meant." meant." 

Gakk moved from mass orientation to scope orientation. This is indicated by its 
businesss plan, its communication plan, the initiation and implementation of a large 
scalee change program Aansluiting and the way Gak's strategy is experienced by 
interviewees.. This move in Gak's strategy gets further confirmed in the coming 
sectionn on the degrees of customization. 

Thee mass oriented strategy of the former years did arise an organization in 
whichh implementation of customization or recombinative innovations was hard. 
Theree was a certain tendency to protect the standardized factory. By Aansluiting, 
Gakk obtained a breakthrough by building an organization in which components of 
administrativee services would become clearly recognizable. Within the current 
organizationn it was uncommon to recognize patterns over ad hoc innovations. There 
wass no a posteriori recognition, dissemination and codification of new built 
competencies,, making these innovations ad hoc in the general sense of meaning as 
well. . 

Changin gg Strategi c Intention s 
Gakk didn't have the opportunity to finish its program Aansluiting and its change in 
strategy.. Due to forthcoming new legislation, the change program Aansluiting was 
dismantledd at the end of 1999. In some of the projects some results were already 
achieved,, other projects continued, but the change organization around the program 
wass dismantled and several projects were stopped. At the beginning of the year 
20000 the Dutch government decided to stop the privatization process of the UVI's. 
Inn the first months of the year 2000, GAK decided to sell their commercial services, 
likee for instance their ICT service company ASZ, and to stop their commercial 
ventures.. During 2000 and 2001 new legislation on the organization of social 
securityy passed the Dutch Parliament, the so-called SUWI law (Structuur Uitvoering 
Werkk and Inkomen, Structure Administration Labor and Income). In the SUWI law, 
thee complete merger of all five UVI's into one organization, the Uitvoeringsorgaan 
Werknemersverzekeringenn (UWV) was arranged for by the date of January first 
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2002,, leaving Gak Nederland and the other UVFs with a new ambitious change 
program. . 

Degreess of Customizatio n 

Inn this section I discuss the degrees of customization, which Gak provided in its 
services.. Examples of the different degrees of customization are included in table 
6.6.. The bulk of Gak's services were standard social security services to employees 
andd segmented standardized services to employers. Customized services 
(customizedd standardization, tailored customization and sometimes pure 
customization)) were offered on a small scale to sectors and employers. Most 
customizationn was of the type customized standardization or tailored customization. 
Thee example of pure customization in table 6.6 is an exception, but is interesting to 
discusss because it illustrates possibilities to customize from new and existing 
smallestt replicapable units. 

Puree Standardizatio n 
Sociall  insurance products are standard services, as well for the employer as for the 
employee.. Against certain conditions and premiums an obligatory insurance is 
closed,, which covers certain risks. Against certain conditions the insurance provides 
benefits. . 

"Gak"Gak delivers standard products, with sometimes a tittle bit of 
customization.customization. The former thought was: please let it be standard because 
otherwiseotherwise it becomes so difficult and we aren 't able to count our products. " 

Segmente dd Standardizatio n 
Standardd social insurance products are offered to employers in the form of umbrella 
policiess in combination with standard methods for data supply, the so-called data 
supplyy products. The umbrella policy is a standard social security policy for 
employerss belonging to a certain sector. The standard service is targeted to a certain 
segmentt (the sector). Data supply products are targeted to certain segments as well. 

"We"We have target groups, based on the degree of computerization. A large 
companycompany that has standardized everything will  be offered GIS or even 
ViaPrisma.ViaPrisma. A small company that does it all via its administration office, 
willwill  be offered Videotex." 

Thee data supply products and its main target groups were the following. 
 MSV/digitaal and JOG/digitaal. Supply of tenure data and data for the 

yearlyy reporting of wages to Gak on tape, diskette or cartridge 
(ElecBerichten). . 
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PurePure standardization 
 Social insurance benefits, like WW-benefits. 

SegmentedSegmented standardization 
 Social insurances in combination with standard methods for data supply, the so-called 

dataa supply products (like Videotex or EDI), targeted to specific segments, 
CustomizedCustomized standardization 

 One-processing office (for example for Akzo Nobel, Nationale Nederlanden (Brug24) 
andKLM(APKLM). . 

 Specific knowledge at offices concerning wage components of PTT Post and KPN for 
day-wagee supply for the WW/WAO; specific knowledge for assessment of VZP and 
knowledgee of the organizational structure of the client (APKPN). 

 Concentration of social-medical expertise concerning KPN at 12 Gak offices, in 
combinationn with a discussion of re-integration plans every six weeks with employees 
off  KPN, like their company doctor (APKPN). 

 Employer teams in the social-medical sphere (APKPN). 
 The implementation of an expert center at Gak office Hilversum for the sector audio-

visual.. This center deals with the Ovav-statement centrally, formulates policies in law 
technicall  matters, formulates re-integration policies and has a central telephone number 
forr questions. Furthermore, a Center for Work and Income-alike construction is studied 
togetherr with the Landelijk Bureau voor de Kunsten (national bureau for the arts) and 
thee Landelijk Bureau voor de Film (national bureau for the cinema). Hilversum 
managess the other district offices concerning matters of this sector. "In this case we 
chosechose for decentral processing and central coordination, contrary to the concept of 
one-processingone-processing office ". 

 Course 're-integration networks' for KPN and later on for KLM as well (APKPN; 
SECTafspr98). . 

TailoredTailored customization 
 ReFlex (APULB; REFLEXpva). 
 Data supply reorganization for ABN AMRO (StukABN). 
 Day wage supply KPN (including monthly supply of Melding Sociale Verzekering 

(reportt social insurances) (APKPN). 
 The possibilities to supply data to Gak automatically from the salary package are 

studiedd together with the salary administrator of the industry sector Musicians and 
Artists. . 

 Premium payment for the temporary employment sector (APULB). 
PurePure customization 

 Supply chain integration by Reflex (AANSLPvA). 

Tablee 6.6: Customization at Gak 

 AVU/digitaal. Supply of data to Gak on tape, diskette or cartridge, designed 
especiallyespecially for the temporary employment industry (AVU/digitaal). 

 EBV/Videotex. Supply of illness data, tenure data and the yearly reporting 
off  wages by Videotex (through modem), meant for small employers 
(EBV/Videotex). . 

 GIS/digitaal. Supply of all premium and insurance data, bundled in one 
periodicc message to Gak, directly from the computerized personnel and 
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salaryy system, targeted towards large employers and administration offices 
(GIS/digitaal). . 

 ViaPrisma (an independent subsidiary of the Gak Groep). A diversity of 
messagess is produced 'off line' and sent to ViaPrisma by modem. 
ViaPrismaa distributes this data to different parties inside and outside Gak 
Groep,, like to occupational health care services and health insurers. 
ViaPrismaa is meant for  SME, employers with a maximum of 500 employees 
andd administration and accountancy offices (ViaPrisma; ElecBerichten). 

Thee importance of digital data supply to Gak should not be underestimated. On 
aa yearly basis Gak received three million reports social insurances (about 50% 
digitally )) in which mutation in tenures are reported. Gak received about 5.5 million 
yearlyy reports of wages (WGZHerin) . 

Customize dd Standardizatio n 
Thee administrative processing of insurances for  large employers or  sectors provided 
opportunitiess for  customized standardization. 

"Opportunities"Opportunities to deliver customization are especially in the processing at 
officesoffices (like the one-processing office formula) and in the offering oflCT 
productsproducts for data supply. Data could be supplied by standard forms or the 
formform could be customized. What we do on the form level (playing with 
components,components, could be done in automation as well. This means intelligent 
interfacesinterfaces between our systems and (standardized) financial packages. 
CompaniesCompanies ask for this sort of customization. It happens that a company 
asksasks for a specific solution that has been provided to another company. 
CompaniesCompanies ask as well for simpler and more uniform procedures, etc. We 
areare learning at the moment. In the future we like to be more active in 
offeringoffering customized solutions." 

Gakk was moving towards segmented standardization and customized 
standardization,, as becomes evident from the plans for  Aansluiting. As the change 
programm manager  put it: 

"It"It  is our intention to build processes and products from standard 
components.components. There will  become two ways to specify products. 

 The customer could build a service from standard components per 
orderorder (order assembly out of standard components). 

 We could design a new product out of standard components that will 
bebe offered to certain market segments (development of new standard 
productsproducts out of standard components). 

InIn  practice there will  arise a mix of order-assembled products for large 
employersemployers and for target groups standard prefab products. In the first case 
qualityquality of service will  prevail. In the second case the price will  be 
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important.important. We will  differentiate segments in the market and will  try to align 
processprocess steps to product components." 

LISVV budgets for Gak are based on the counting of process steps that needs to 
bee done to process social insurance products. LISV speaks about 'reference 
products'' (ProdCat), 191 reference products are differentiated. The reference 
productss are the service activities for which Gak is paid by LISV. These products 
consistt of decisions (WW.001, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, etc.), decrees (WV.456, WV.470, 
WV.471),, registrations (WV.430, WV.434), collections (WW.014, AW.052), 
paymentss (WW.019, AW.053), etc. Insurance products are in fact a combination of 
thesee process steps / reference products and standard insurance products are 
standardd combinations of reference products. I see these process steps / reference 
productss as the standard components of the service delivery. Through 
recombinationn of these components in the administrative processing standardized 
customizationn is delivered. The one-processing office is such a recombination. The 
samee accounts for the creation of teams for the processing of claims. 

".... Products, like AG [EdV: occupational ability], claims assessment, 
etc.etc. consist of obligatory components and optional components. 
ComponentsComponents make it possible to vary. KPN wanted a customized product 
forfor which costs would be lower. We agreed that people from their 
personnelpersonnel and organization department would talk things over once every 
sixsix weeks with our company doctor; the component travel time of 
companycompany doctors and labor experts could be removed from the 
product...butproduct...but in stead of that we need to make agendas for the meetings, 
filesfiles have to be collected, etc. These are the components that need to be 
added..." added..." 

Tailore dd Customizatio n 
Inn process steps data was processed in (programmed) procedures by people or 
informationn systems. These data and programmed procedures are the smallest 
replicapablee units. These units are reproducible because data and procedures could 
bee used in several process steps. The standard components thus consist of smallest 
replicapablee units. 

Gakk was acquainted with the opportunities of working with smallest 
replicapablee units, as appears from the building of basic registrations of employees, 
employerss and tenures and from the use of the method data logistics (De Haas et al., 
1994;; OplGegLog). In this method, a bill of data elements (analog to the bill of 
materialss in physical logistics) is drawn up for those data that needs to be processed. 
Afterr that a source analysis is done in which is analyzed which data is already 
availablee (reuse of data) and which data need to be supplied by employers. In the 
endd this leads to a (computerized) method to claim data from employers. The 
methodd was used by Gak to customize data supply, as was done during the period of 
studyy for ABN-AMRO (StukABN). Furthermore, data logistics was used to analyze 
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thee structure of social insurances and to recognize common elements (the so called 
'commonality').. The method is a means for product and process analyzes and the 
conceptuall  design of information systems. Within the method reference 
products/processs steps and smaller units in these are recognized (OplGegLog). 

"The"The smallest reproducible units at Gak when it comes to administration 
servicesservices are the units that follow from the data logistics approach. When we 
taketake a look on the bills of materials than these contain units for which 
smallersmaller than that we don't have to go when it comes to administration 
services.services. Claim assessment contains of several procedures, the professional 
proceduresprocedures of doctors for instance, that determine what a person is able to 
do.do. This results in determination of benefits. It also contains of some 
knowledgeknowledge on gross / net calculation and some knowledge on legislation 
andand how to translate legislation to implementable processes. In the fields of 
datadata we have these smallest reproducible units of data that could be used to 
reducereduce the amount of data employers have to supply. And we have the 
opportunityopportunity to supply this data to other agencies." 

Workingg with smallest replicapable units could be recognized in the project 
Reflexx (Registration flexible workforce) as well. In this project Gak analyzed which 
referencee products / process steps weren't needed or were rare for the temporary 
employmentt industry (REFLEXgeg; FLEXbase). Those reference products weren't 
partt of the end product and data didn't need to be supplied for it by the industry. 
Thiss analysis was done to reduce administrative burden of the temporary 
employmentt industry and to deliver customization in administration services. Those 
dataa that needed to be supplied would be extracted as much as possible 
electronicallyy from personnel and salary systems in the industry and would be 
recordedd in databases. 

Thee Reflex project was quite important. On a yearly basis Gak handled 2 
millionn tenures, 100,000 unemployment applications and about 300,000 sickness 
benefitss applications in this industry (about 20% of Gak's administration costs) 
(APULB). . 

Puree Customizatio n 
Gakk planned a data roundabout service concept for the second phase of the Reflex 
projectt to facilitate supply chain integration. Data supplied by the temporary agency 
industryy would be delivered to third parties in the market like the Dutch tax 
department,, Municipal social services, the Information Beheer Group, the Central 
Bureauu of Statistics and Dutch National Health Services (REFLEXpva, 
REFLEXgeg,, REFLEXmm). For the data roundabout the smallest replicapable units 
neededd by the third parties needed to be analyzed (REFLEXgeg). 

Thee developments in the Reflex project, the data roundabout and chain 
integrationn were seen as a logical consequence of Gak's competencies in the field of 
administrationn services. 
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"Our"Our core competencies could be enhanced to reach extra capacity 
exploitation.exploitation. We think about administration processing for municipalities or 
privateprivate UVI's. We see scale, administration and our customer database as 
ourour core competencies, not insuring. An example of exploitation of scale 
andand administration capacity is data management services in chains and 
networksnetworks of companies. This is hard to duplicate and there are less 
competitorscompetitors who can do that as well." 

Thee plan for chain integration is a form of pure customization for the temporary 
agencyy industry and third parties in the market. Existing smallest replicapable units 
neededd for Gak's own services are supplemented by new smallest replicapable units 
neededd by third parties. 

Gakk offers standardization, segmented standardization, customized 
standardizationn and tailored customization in their administration services. Citizens 
weree primarily offered standard services, as wil l become apparent from the 
discussionn on the front office CWI. For services to employers, the emphasis is on 
segmentedd standardization and customized standardization. Segmented 
standardizationn is primarily specified in the front office Polisbeheer. Customized 
standardizationn and occasionally tailored customization is specified in the front 
officee R&V. 

Fron tt  office : Relatiebehee r & Verkoo p 

R&VV was responsible for all activities concerning relation management with Gak's 
commissioners,, LISV, sectors and individual companies (Vommlnv; R&VBPL). 
R&VV served as a single point of contact. It specified the service requirements of 
commissionerss and translated these requirements to the rest of Gak's organization. 
R&VV consisted of about seven account managers responsible for all contacts with 
sectorr counsels and large employers which operated as commissioners for 
themselvess or were planning to do so (large companies as KPN and Akzo Nobel for 
example).. During the period of study not all industry associations had transformed 
themselvess into sectors. R&V served about 19 sectors. Gak's customer base had the 
potentiall  of 46 sectors. R&V worked on the basis of year plans in which services 
weree defined, offers were made, performance was justified, invoicing was handled 
andd projects were done together with the commissioners. The study focused on the 
relationshipp with sectors and individual companies because Gak was on the 
thresholdd of migrating into the second phase of introduction of competition in 
whichh sectors and companies would become free to choose their UVI. R&V 
specifiedd the implementation of administration services for sectors in the social 
insurancee field. R&V closed umbrella contracts with sector counsels for the 
employerss in that sector and closed contracts with individual companies (mainly 
largee ones). 
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Typee of Fron t Offic e R&V: Field and Insid e Servic e 

II  typify the front office R&V as a field and inside service (see figure 6.1). R&V 
specifiedd customization out of standard components (customized standardization) 
andd sometimes from smallest replicapable units (tailored customization). The 
relationn information consisted of a customer profile. R&V felt a need to enhance 
thiss profile. Product and process information showed to be insufficient. 

II  discuss the degree of customization and the relation information that was 
availablee at R&V at first, to continue with a discussion on the ineffectiveness of the 
frontt office as a consequence of insufficient relation, product and process 
information. . 

DegreeDegree  of  Customization 
Alll  customized services, categorized in table 6.6 under the categories customized 
standardizationn and tailored customization were specified by R&V. These services 
weree specified on the basis of service requirements of sectors and companies and 
weree mentioned in year plans and account plans of R&V (APKPN; APABU, 
APKPN). . 

Figuree 6.1: R&V: Type of front office 
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RelationRelation  Information 
R&VV recorded relation information on employers and sector counsels structurally in 
sectorr profiles (ProfSect) and account plans (APKPN; APABU). Commercial 
focusedd account planning was in progress during the study. Table 6.7 shows which 
relationn information about employers and sectors was available for R&V's account 
management.. The relation information of R&V consisted primarily of identification 
data,, contact management information, business characteristics of companies and 
sectorss and specific information about customers. 

CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in B to C 
Geographic Geographic 

Zipp code 
Region n 
Climate e 
Density y 

Demographic Demographic 
Age e 
Gender r 
Familyy size 
Familyy life cycle 
Income e 
Profession n 
Education n 
Sociall class 

Psychographic Psychographic 
Habits s 
Attitudes s 
Interests s 
Hobby's s 
Mediaa behavior 
Buyingg intention 
Occupationn or use of relevant goods/services 

CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in BtoB 
BusinessBusiness characteristics 

Sectorr (sector code) (ISB code) 
Establishments s 
Amountt of employees (or amount of tenures) 
AmountAmount of affiliated employers 
Buyingg pattern 
Activitiess and processes 
Productss and services 
Organizationall structure 
Legislatoryy status 
Financiall indicators (social security indicators) 
Endd markets 
Usagee rate 
Size e 

c,s s 
C C 

c,s s 
S S 

c,s s 
c,s s 
c.s s 

CustomerCustomer profile 
CustomerCustomer identification 

Companyy name 
Name e 
Title e 
Address s 

c,s s 
c,s s 

C,S S 

Tablee 6.7: Relation information at R&V 
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Domicile e 
Telephonee number 
Country y 
Fax x 
E-mail l 
Customerr id. 
Accountt nr. 
Paymentt method and data 

c,s s 
C,S S 

C,S S 

StatusStatus of the relationship 
Suspect t 
Prospect t 
Lead d 
Qualifiedd lead 
Customer r c,s s 

CharacteristicsCharacteristics of the relationship 
Typee of customer (ToplOO, Top1400) 
Active// passive 
Frequentt complainer 
'Doo not promote' 

C C 

StateState of commercial process 1 sales cycle 
Reactionn on campaigns 
Applicationn for information 
Proposals s 
Triall purchases 
Runningg orders 
Typee of purchasing decision 
Payments s 
Scotsman-analysis s 

ContactContact management information 
Contactt persons 
Decision-makingg unit structure 
Relationn matrix 
Structuree of purchasing process 
Contactt history 
Agreementss / appointments made (sector/company specific agreements) 
To-do-list t 
Partt of campaigns 
Contentt (brochures, reports, etc.) received 
Afterr sales service-applications (statistical reports on social security developments in 
thethe sector) 
Originn of the customer (recommendation by third parties) 
Complaints s 
Media/channell preferences 

C,S S 
Inn progress 
Inn progress 

Inn progress 

c,s s 
C,S S 

Sometimes s 

NeedsNeeds - possession information 
Installedd base / buying pattern (running projects and expected administration costs per 
socialsocial security obligation/act) 
Possessionn or use of relevant goods or services (CAO and sector arrangements) 
Needss profile 

Affinityy score 

C.S S 

C.S S 
Hardd to retrieve 

Inn progress 

DevelopmentDevelopment of the relationship 
CommercialCommercial value (economic indicators) 

Positionn in the relationship lifecycle 
Customerr life-time value 

Tablee 6.7: Continued 
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Recency y 
Frequency y 
Monetaryy value (contribution to turn over) 
Cross-selling-rate e 
Retentionn rate 
Relationn duration 
Degreee of customer acquisition 
Sharee of use 
Sharee of spend 
Potentiall spend index 

RelationshipRelationship experience (psychological indicators) 
Switchingg cost 
Trust t 
Commitment t 
Satisfaction n 
Attractivity y 
Longg term expectations 

OpportunitiesOpportunities for partnership 
Actorr analysis 
Decision-makingg processes 
Strategicc developments /importance on the customer side 
Commerciall attractiveness of thee customer's customers 
Cooperationn intention 
Compatibility y 
Partnerss reputation 

Sometimes s 

Legend:: C= individual companies; S = sectors 

Tablee 6.7: Continued 

Effectivenes ss of R&V's Fron t Offic e 

R&V' ss account management showed broader relation information requirements 
thann the customer profile in table 6.8. The approach of the customer was perceived 
ass too reactive as a consequence of insufficiencies in relation information. 
Insufficientt product and process information caused longer specification lead-time 
andd limited protection of the back office (see table 6.8). 

Ineffectiveness: Ineffectiveness: 

DueDue to: 
Insufficientt relation 
information n 
Insufficientt product 
information n 
Insufficientt process 
information n 

Limited Limited 
proactivitv proactivitv 

X X 

X X 

Specification Specification 
quality quality 

problems problems 

Longer Longer 
specification specification 

lead-time lead-time 

X X 

X X 

Limited Limited 
protectionprotection of 
thethe back office 

X X 

X X 

Tablee 6.8: Ineffectiveness of R&V's front office 
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InsufficientInsufficient  Relation  Information 
R&VV interviewees mentioned relation information requirements that were needed to 
supportt the development towards a scope oriented strategy. R&V needed the 
followingg enlargement of its customer profile to approach the market proactively. 

•• Information on the decision-making structure of the customer and on the 
relationn matrix. 

•• Information on the customer's needs profile. 
•• Information on market segmentation. 
•• Information on the state of commercial processes. 

Decision-makingDecision-making Structure of the Customer and the Relation Matrix 
Insufficiëntt information on the decision-making structure and the relation matrix 
limitedd Gak's abilities to proactively influence sector counsels and society at large. 

"Companies"Companies participate in industry organizations and form part of the 
publicpublic support. How companies perceive Gak is important because 
companiescompanies can influence decision-making in sector counsels. It is important 
toto us to retain industries, in a 'win-win' situation and to produce tangible 
results.results. In is important to know employers who are influential in the sector 
counselscounsels and to satisfy them." 

"Gak"Gak doesn 't know all different decision-making units. We recognize the 
importanceimportance but especially the lower levels of the organization don't 
perceiveperceive it as important. " 

"The"The plan is to implement tactical contacts centrally at R&V's account 
management.management. The same customer can have operational contact with 
Polisbeheer.Polisbeheer. We are not accustomed to have different customer contacts. 
TheThe problem is that we target too low from the idea 'then I'm in', but in the 
endend we don't meet the right persons. We have to go to the right decision-
makingmaking unit the first time. Gak doesn't know the decision-making unit 
structurestructure of its customers. It happens that a national account manager 
phonesphones to the region office with the question "do you know someone? " That 
doesn'tdoesn't look professional." 

Gakk just had started with account planning to get this information. In the 
accountt planning they analyzed the following. 

•• The relation matrix (contact persons within Gak who have contacts on 
differentt levels with the customer). 

•• The customer's needs profile. 
•• The decision-making unit structure, among which the influence of the 

employerr and decision-making units on decision-making in the sectors. 
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Thiss was a step forward in comparison with former account planning, which was 
quitee reactive and focused on solving operational problems (APKPN; APABU). 

Customer'sCustomer's Needs Profile 
Proactivee offering of services based on needs patterns, which seemed to be 
extractablee from social insurance ratios wasn't possible yet because of difficulties to 
disclosee this information. 

"Social"Social insurance ratios like WAO-influx, premium percentages, etc. say 
somethingsomething about the financial risks of companies. Gak might offer public 
servicesservices to help." 

"If"If  you look what data sector counsels ask for, which is delivered by our 
analysts,analysts, then I think, why don 't I have that information? [EdV: the account 
manager].. Then I ask myself, why don't I know the industry that good? 
BecauseBecause I have to scrape that information together. I have to pay an 
enormousenormous amount of money to let someone do that for me and if I want that 
informationinformation structurally, things become very difficult. " 

MarketMarket Segmentation 
Proactivee offering of customization was limited because of clear market 
segmentation. . 

"We"We obtain customization for assignable groups. We have to limit ourselves 
toto that. Delivery of customization to individual employers will  be hard, 
exceptexcept for companies like KLM. That kind of large customer is willing to 
paypay for customization." 

"In"In  the future we have to determine objectives and target groups. If a 
customercustomer has a specific request, which doesn't fit in our organization, then 
wewe don't have to comply with the customer's request. " 

"There"There is not a single logic behind the categorization of the Top 100. We 
haven'thaven't discussed with each other to come to a nice assignment from scratch 
on.on. The assignment is motivated by internal criteria, such as amount of 
employeesemployees to be divided over accounts. Employees with specific knowledge 
oror contacts remained in their position." 

TheThe State of Commercial Processes 
R&V'ss business plan states that the lack of a sales information system is a weakness 
inn external relation management (R&VBPL). R&V lacked information on the state 
off  commercial processes. 

"It"It  would be the best when things would be arranged that way that if a 
leadlead would be generated for another Gak Groep subsidiary, the other 
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partyparty would feel obliged to keep you informed about the state of the 
commercialcommercial process... This is important because the customer sees its own 
accountaccount manager as his point of contact. This means that you should 
knowknow which products the customer already has purchased, which 
commercialcommercial contacts are running, which the product offerings of the 
differentdifferent subsidiaries are and how these develop...It is unknown whether 
anan integral accountplan is written on the Gak Groep level. " 

InsufficientInsufficient  Product  Information 
R&V' ss product information primarily consisted of the product catalog (ProdCat). 
Thiss catalog contained information on the standard reference products of LISV and 
consistedd of the following elements: product name, product code, version number, 
history,, start date, end date, description and remarks (ProdCat). 

Itt wasn't clear from the product catalog what the relations between the reference 
productss were and which recombination of reference products was possible. The 
referencee products in the product catalog (ProdCat) were described in terms of 
administrativee processes (WERKPRAG), but these descriptions were focused on 
operations,, on the processing of standard reference products in work instructions. 
Thee descriptions didn't contain indications of combinability of components. Nor did 
itt mention smallest replicapable units that were used in process steps. Relations 
betweenn reference products didn't become clear from process models either. In the 
processs model 'claim assessment WAO' and 'WAO-shortfall insurance' for 
instance,, no explicit relations were laid to the products in the product catalog 
(ProModelWAO). . 

"If"If  Gak sees customization as a product than it needs to allocate 
resourcesresources (manpower and time) so that patterns over the customization 
actionsactions can be recognized. These patterns lead to standardization of 
customizationcustomization so that delivery becomes easier. Now it is the case that 
everyevery time we want to deliver customization we need to search for the 
productproduct components. We keep inventing the wheel time and time again 
becausebecause internally we don't have run-in procedures. " 

Althoughh people thought in terms of customization of administration services, 
customizationn possibilities were always studied in reaction to requests from the 
market.. This accounts for all in table 6.7 mentioned customization initiatives. In 
projectss like Reflex and data supply customization for ABNAMRO for instance, 
Gakk had to study what the smallest replicapable units were. There were no 
structuredd registrations of these units. 

Insufficientt product information was an element of the SWOT analysis in 
R&V' ss business plan as well (R&VBPL): "littl e transparent product package and 
inflexiblee product and pricing policies, product development is done without 
involvingg customer requirements". 

Thee start of the Esprit project (Esprit) within Aansluiting indicated 
intransparencyy of products and processes as well. This intransparency motivated the 
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startt of the project, which had as its objective to enable implementation of product 
andd process changes fast and dynamically by means of making the structure of 
productss transparent to be able to build products from a common set of parts and 
separatingg process control from operations. In the end the project obtained mass 
customizationn in which products would be build from components, products would 
bee configured in a tailored fashion, service agreements would be made per target 
groupp and time to market would be decreased (Esprit). 

InsufficientInsufficient  Process  Information 
Processs information is dependent on product information. If it is unclear from which 
componentss or smallest replicapable units the service is composed, a clear 
indicationn of delivery time can't be given. 

"What"What I miss is that as soon as I understand the request of the customer and 
II  have formulated this request clearly, I can drop this request in the 
organizationorganization to hear what the possibilities are (and not the impossibilities) 
toto do it within a certain period and against certain conditions. I have 
severalseveral projects running. I had to start these myself By now some project 
managersmanagers are on the job, but I have to invest quite a lot in them. They have 
problemsproblems with our organization as well, to get data out of it. This data is 
everywhere,everywhere, but you can't extract it from the organization. " 

Thee next quote shows that during specification no information was available on 
thee capacity to implement customization in the form of a one-processing office. To 
findd this out the account manager had to consult all involved offices himself, which 
ledd to limited protection of the back office and long specification lead-times. 

"R&"R& V needs to control themselves when it comes to informing customers 
aboutabout the possibility to place all work for one company at one office 
[EdV:: the one-processing office concept], because promises need to be 
keptkept at a certain moment. R&V shouldn't anticipate the reorganization 
possibilitiespossibilities within Gak Making promises will  lead to logistical 
problems,problems, like the moving of files. At the moment of interaction we lack 
insightinsight into the consequences for the organization to take a decision. A 
groupgroup of managers of the directorate Employers, which is active in 
customercustomer contact and will  have a role in the account management of the 
toptop 1400, however is planning to offer the one-processing office to all its 
customers.customers. The understanding that promises might lead to interference in 
aa controlled process doesn 't exist yet at all necessary places. Reasonable 
insightinsight in capacity would enable a more controlled offering of all kinds of 
products.products. The account management of the large enterprises visits at first 
thethe district offices to inform what can be offered, concerning for instance 
humanhuman resource capacity. This is obviously a time consuming activity. " 
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InsufficientInsufficient  Product  and Process  information 
Insufficientt product and process information meant that Gak had to reinvent the 
wheell  time and time again. Product components were unknown and customization 
projectss didn't run well. This led to longer specification lead-time and consultation 
off  experts in the back office as the next quote shows. The interview quote concerns 
thee development of customization in administration services for the temporary 
agencyy industry following the enforcement of the Wet Flex en Zekerheid (act 
flexibilit yy and security). This new legislation would have serious consequences in 
thee social security field for mis industry. 

"For"For  Gak it means [EdV: the enforcement of the act] a change in 
processing,processing, on which we have to act proactively. Gak should have an 
advisoryadvisory role. This can be used in our own organization to implement new 
processingprocessing more easily. It is a question of exploiting each other when it is 
possible.possible. The adviser role is new... It can be used to invite a sector counsel, 
inin this case the ABU, to explain their CAO ...In such a case is the account 
managermanager of the sector counsel the point of contact. He should call 
internally:internally: "the sector counsel wants to tell something", at which the 
organizationorganization has to react. Unfortunately that doesn 't happen. Only after a 
fewfew months, we manage to get together a working group of involved people. 
TakeTake the Wet Flex en Zekerheid. We were lucky that the act will  be enforced 
onon the first of January 1999, because at first this would be the case on the 
firstfirst of April 1998, while the working group started at the first of March. We 
didndidn 't react quickly on it. In such a working group are people from the 
productproduct groups AG, WW, WGZ, jurists in the field of AG and WW and 
sometimessometimes ICT experts are invited. This would have to lead to simple 
workingworking instructions. It runs problematic. To put down something and to say 
whatwhat you can do, doesn't succeed. We always have to ground on an A4. The 
tasktask of the working group is to interpret the CAO in the context of the law 
andand to translate it to processing in the form of clear working instructions for 
WW,WW, AG, etc. (preferably in schemes). Look at the guideline. That is not a 
goodgood working instruction. 
ThisThis working group has been taken together by putting a complaint at the 
board.board. There are discussions with ABU on board level to take care that the 
customercustomer will  remain in 2000. And also to take care that wishes and needs 
ofof the sector are analyzed. From this point of view one has concluded to get 
togethertogether more often to clear how Gak perceives things... The coming of the 
WetWet Flex en Zekerheid is discussed that way. For both parties this is a 
severesevere change. Gak promised to come with an advice note. This is still not 
yetyet realized. Thereupon all managers has been summoned, because at Gak 
oneone has to do things always hierarchically, but subsequently nothing 
happened.happened. In the end this has been raised, which led to the working group. 

OneOne has to question how this working group is managed. There is someone 
whowho does the coordination, but that's not enough. Someone has to be 
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responsible,responsible, although it is a line decision. The work of the working group is 
notnot organized as a project with budgets, terms, etc., but is interwoven with 
existingexisting work of the members. It is perceived as a matter of the line. The 
organizationorganization works with product groups. Because it is a matter of the line, 
productproduct groups are responsible to translate information into work 
instructionsinstructions for the district offices. You can do it better. For instance, you 
couldcould ask someone from ICT to make tools. 

OneOne obtains customization in the operations with this working group. We 
havehave the law and the collective labor agreement. Interpret these and make it 
advantageous.advantageous. And if you want to make it advantageous, build it that way 
thatthat other sectors could join in. One searches for a pattern in which 
customizationcustomization is composed of components. If one day these components 
wouldwould be known, than we could customize as easily for the temporary 
agencyagency industry as for any other industry. For this industry things definitely 
couldcould look different than for other industries, but a large share could be the 
same." same." 

Afterr consulting her diary the above quoted account manager came to the 
conclusionn that she spent about 80% of her time to internal projects and 20% to the 
customer. . 

"I'm"I'm fed up with it. " 

Anotherr interviewee noticed that she spent 60% of her time internally and 40% with 
theirr customers. 

"This"This will  improve when things are better organized. The 60-40% ratio can 
bebe improved by improvement of the information available. One could think 
aboutabout more insight into the components with which could be conjured. This 
wayway I know when something new could be invented and when this isn 't 
possible." possible." 

Thee above-mentioned quotes show requirements on relation, product and 
processs information at the level of the front office type field and inside service and 
thesee requirements are related to the degree of customization that R&V needed to 
specify.. The relation, product and process information was insufficient, which led to 
ineffectivenesss of the front office. The front office suffered limited proactivity as a 
resultt of insufficient relation information and product information (insight in the 
productt structure). The front office also suffered from longer specification lead-
timess and limited protection of the back office (both due to insufficient product and 
processs information). 

Thee ineffectiveness of the front office R&V could be explained from the fact 
thatt Gak was in a commercial relationship with the sectors and large companies for 
justt a few months. In the period before, R&V just had an operational relation 
managementt function, not a commercial one. In this period agreements about Gak's 
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servicess for industry associations were made on a high managerial level for a long-
termm period and in that period all members of the industry were obliged to take 
Gak'ss services. In that period members of the industry had to adjust themselves to 
thee standard mode of administration of Gak. 

Customizationn to retain customers played a minor role in that period. Product 
information,, like for instance the product catalog and the process descriptions didn't 
hadd a commercial function and was just meant to direct operations. Even relation 
informationn had not a commercial function in that period. The data logistics method, 
inn which working with smallest replicapable units could be recognized, was 
primarilyy used as ICT method. The use of this method was at great distance from 
R&V.. The common way of working was that R&V made agreements with industry 
associations.. The product groups (part of the directorate Sales and Product 
Developmentt as well) worked this out. The product groups translated these 
agreementss into work instructions for the operations (performed at different district 
offices).. If people responsible for these operations (the directorates Distribution and 
Employerss and the directors of districts offices) wanted parts of the operations to be 
automated,, they ordered the directorate ICT to do so (often resulting in different 
systemss for the same operations at different district offices). The district offices 
weree quite autonomous in this decision-making. Even within the directorate ICT the 
dataa logistics method wasn't standard and it could thus happen that another method 
wass used. During the period of study partss of this way of working still existed. 

Searchingg for combinations of reference products to customize was recognized 
byy R&V. R&V perceived themselves as a front office in which customization could 
bee delivered by combining standard components. Most of the customization 
initiativess were of the degree customized standardization. R&V didn't perceive 
itselff  as a front office in which customization could be delivered from smallest 
replicapablee units. Methods to recognize these units were not part of R&V's 
repertoiree of working. 

Thee Fron t Offic e Polisbehee r 

Polisbeheerr performed the operational relation management with individual 
employerss (PBregio) by teams of policy managers and counselors in the field 
servicee (Commlnv; PBregio). The counselors in the field service advised employers 
andd inspected employers to see whether they complied with social security 
legislation.. The polisbeheerder was the univocal point of contact for employers for 
questionss and applications and worked primarily by telephone. The polisbeheerder 
andd counselor treated in between 2000 and 3000 employers yearly. Polisbeheer took 
caree of internal processes and initiated contact with employers. They aligned 
communicationn between the employer and the internal organization. The counselor 
workedd in the field and visited employers and their administration offices. 

Contactt between polisbeheer and employer consisted of the specification and 
maintenancee of umbrella policies and the data supply method by which the 
employerr would supply its data to Gak. Contact concerned two basic services of 
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Gakk Nederland: administration of social security acts and administrative settlement 
throughh electronic services and organizational arrangements. 

Polisbeheerr was in development during the period of study. This started in the 
summerr of 1997 with the appointment (PBregio): "Organize Polisbeheer confirming 
thee principle of front and back office, at which the coordination of all contacts with 
employerss wil l be done in the region conform the principle of one point of contact". 
Partt of the development was disclosure of data from different systems to support 
Polisbeheerr with the Werkgevers Dialoog Systeem (WDS - employers dialogue 
system).. This development is punctually described in several reports (WGZHerin; 
PBregio;; WDSPvA; GEGSETPB; DefRWGZ; PvARWGZ; WDSHandl; WDS5.5). 

Typee of Fron t Offic e Polisbeheer : One-stop-sho p 
II  typify Polisbeheer as a 'One-stop-shop' (see figure 6.2). Standard products 

weree offered, which were customized to target groups to a limited degree (based on 
sectorss or degree of computerization of the employer). A certain degree of cross 
sellingg was obtained at the moment of specification at which Polisbeheer knew what 
productss to offer. The relation information was sufficient to do so, although a 
certainn need for extension of the customer profile was perceived because 
Polisbeheerr experienced a larger role in the commercial processes of the Gak 
Groep.. The product information was sufficient except a lack of information on 
premiumm determination and collection. Questions about that needed to be passed on 
too the back office. Process information, i.e. delivery time norms, was insufficient. 
Onlyy a delivery time norm for one of the services, the umbrella policy was 
available.. Delivery norms for data supply products were unknown. 

Figuree 6.2: Polisbeheer: type of front office 
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II  start with a discussion on the degree of customization and the relation, product 
andd process information and wil l end with a discussion on the ineffectiveness of the 
frontfront office. 

DegreeDegree  of  Customization 
Polisbeheerr primarily specifies segmented standardization in the form of social 
insurancess (umbrella policies) in combination with standard methods for data 
supply.. The services specified by polisbeheer are taken in table 6.6 under the 
denominatorr segmented standardization. The nature of the policy was determined by 
thee sector in which the employer was grouped. The data supply method was 
determinedd by the size of the employer and his degree of computerization. 

Thee umbrella policy was determined through the obligatory registration of the 
employerr and contained the following (Commlnv; PBregio). 

•• A decision on the sector at which the employer was grouped. 
•• An indication of the to be paid premium. 
•• A contract for the supply of data. 
•• A decision on the insurance obligation and premium collection. 

Inn exceptional cases the customer was offered customized standardization in the 
formm of customer teams or one-processing offices. This was always decided in 
consultationn with management. 

"In"In  fact we look for customization possibilities in the policy, which are 
customizedcustomized for the industry (in umbrella agreements) and occasionally with 
individualindividual employers with which we have excellent contacts. It is a question 
ofof duality. On one side in most cases we could better do business with the 
sector.sector. Attention of head offices is going in that direction. On the other side 
wewe could offer customization to individual customers with which contact is 
good.good. Customization should be sought in private services. Public services 
offeroffer less opportunity for customization, other than efficient, friendly 
processing.processing. We have to prevent from useless double questioning on data and 
wewe have to anticipate questions quickly. We have to obtain optimal service 
orientationorientation in public services to achieve that the customer is interested in 
privateprivate services as well. Gak should search for customer satisfaction and 
customercustomer orientation in the public domain to achieve selling of private 
productsproducts and easy entrance to customers. " 

RelationRelation  Information 
Tablee 6.9 shows the relation information, which was available to Polisbeheer after 
implementationn of WDS. This information is marked with the symbol X. In the 
interviewss the need was expressed to enhance the customer profile on certain topics. 
Thiss information is marked with the symbol IV. 
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Duringg the period of study, district office Leeuwarden run a pilot (KLANTprof) 
inn which for nine companies was analyzed which information Gak had about these 
companiess and which additional information would be given by these companies. 
Thiss information is marked with the symbol P. To get this information, the pilot 
teamm questioned 14 departments of Gak and analyzed 13 different information 
systemss (out of the total of 130 registered systems in the systems guide 
(SYSGIDS)).. It appeared to be very hard to extract data from these systems because 
off  classification problems, technical problems and the reliability of some figures. 

Thee relation information in WDS contains a customer profile. The analysis in 
thee pilot indicates the need for a customer profile as well. The pilot shows that Gak 
hadd different systems in which information is available that broadens insight into 
thee installed base, needs profile and possession or use of relevant services. The 
interviewss indicate enrichment of the profile on certain topics. 

CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in B to C 
Geographic Geographic 

ZipZip code 
Region n 
Climate e 
Density y 

Demographic Demographic 
Age e 
Gender r 
Familyy size 
Familyy life cycle 
Income e 
Profession n 
Education n 
Sociall class 

Psychographic Psychographic 
Habits s 
Attitudes s 
Interests s 
Hobby's s 
Mediaa behavior 
Buyingg intention 
Occupationn or use of relevant goods/services 

CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in BtoB 
BusinessBusiness characteristics 

Sectorr (sector code) 
Establishments s 
Amountt of employees 
Buyingg pattern 
Activitiess and processes 
Productss and services 
Organizationall structure (incl. directors and shareholders) 
Legislatoryy status 
Financiall indicators 
•• WAO risk 
•• Turnover and profit 

XP P 

XP P 

XP P 

XP P 
XP P 

XP P 
P P 

Tablee 6.9: Relation information Polisbeheer 
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Endd markets 
Usagee rate 
Size e XP P 

CustomerCustomer profile 
CustomerCustomer identification 

Companyy name 
Name e 
Title e 
Address s 
Domicile e 
Telephonee number 
Country y 
Fax x 
E-mail l 
Internet Internet 
Customerr id. 
Accountt nr. 
Paymentt method and data 
IndustryIndustry sector 

XP P 
XP P 

XP P 
XP P 
XP P 
XP P 
XP P 

p p 
XP P 

X X 
XP P 

StatusStatus of the relationship 
Suspect t 
Prospect t 
Lead d 
Qualifiedd lead 
Customer r 

CharacteristicsCharacteristics of the relationship 
Typee of customer (classification status) 
Active// passive (start and end date) 
Frequentt complainer 
'Doo not promote' 
DateDate of bankruptcy 1 data on curator 

XP P 
X X 
IV V 
IV V 
X X 

StateState of commercial process 1 sales cycle 
Reactionn on campaigns 
Applicationn for information 
Proposals s 
Triall purchases 
Runningg orders 
Typee of purchasing decision 
Payments s 
•• Payment behavior 
Scotsman-analysis s 

X X 
p p 

ContactContact management information 
Contactt persons 
Decision-makingg unit structure 
Relationn matrix 
Structuree of purchasing process 
Contactt history (points of contact/media and moments) 
Agreementss / appointments made 
To-do-list t 
Partt of campaigns 
Contentt (brochures, reports, etc.) received 
Afterr sales service-applications 
Originn of thee customer (recommendation by third parties) 
Complaints s 

XP P 
IV V 
IV V 

X X 
X X 
X X 
IV V 

Tablee 6.9: Continued 
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Media/channell preferences 1 
NeedsNeeds - possession information 

Installedd base / buying pattern: 
•• running social securities / umbrella policies 
•• supply media 
•• number of year statements 
•• number of tenures 
•• wage sum 
•• premium 
•• waste figures 
•• WAO inflow 
•• WW inflow 
•• Sickness benefit act inflow 
Possessionn or use of relevant goods or services 
•• occupational health services 
•• accountancy services 
•• re-integration initiatives 
•• WAO-gap insurances 
•• ANW-gap insurances 
•• Pemba insurances 
•• Save-as-you-earn deduction arrangements 
•• PensionsA/UT arrangements 
Needss profile 
•• Potential WAO inflow 
Affinityy score 
CAO CAO 

X X 
XP P 
P P 

P,IV V 
XP,, IV 

XP P 
p p 
p p 
p p 
p p 

XP P 
XP P 
p p 
p p 
p p 
p p 
p p 
p p 

IV V 
p p 

XP P 

DevelopmentDevelopment of the relationship 
CommercialCommercial value (economic indicators) 

Positionn in the relationship lifecycle 
Customerr life-time value 
Recency y 
Frequency y 
Monetaryy value 
Cross-selling-rate e 
Retentionn rate 
Relationn duration 
Degreee of customer acquisition 
Sharee of use 
Sharee of spend 
Potentiall spend index 

IV V 

RelationshipRelationship experience (psychological indicators) 
Switchingg cost 
Trust t 
Commitment t 
Satisfaction n 
Attractivity y 
Longg term expectations 

OpportunitiesOpportunities for partnership 
Actorr analysis (commitment, motivations, competencies, priorities, etc) 
Decision-makingg processes 
StrategicStrategic developments /importance on the customer side 
Commerciall attractiveness of the customer's customers 
Cooperationn intention 
Compatibilityy (strategic, organizational, technological, cultural) 
Partnerss reputation 

Tablee 6.9: Continued 
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Frequentt customer or complainer and 'do not promote' information. 

"It"It  is important to know whether a customer is a frequent complainer or a 
frequentfrequent customer or someone who doesn't like promotions, etc... It is nice 
toto know which customers take many products, because these are the 
customerscustomers to approach when we introduce a new product." 

"To"To give customers the feeling that Gak really is interested in them, we 
shouldshould have a complaint report on the level of individual customers. Such 
reportreport provides insight into repeat complaints. Repeat complaints might 
meanmean that we have to explain something." 

Promotionn campaigns. 

"It"It  happens that head office launches a campaign without informing district 
offices.offices. The district office then needs to call head office about the campaign 
becausebecause employers asked questions about the campaign. This was the case 
withwith the introduction of the campaign 'Work on the side is taking the bread 
outout of someone's mouth' ('Zwartwerken is broodroof). There are no 
mechanismsmechanisms to call employers the week after they received the brochure to 
hearhear whether the promotion pleased them. " 

Relationn information was enhanced during the period of study by account 
planning.. Account planning was partly introduced at that moment. 

"District"District  office Rotterdam runs ahead with the changes, which we try to 
keepkeep doing. Other district offices however are catching up. District office 
RotterdamRotterdam also runs ahead with accountplanning." 

"The"The following pattern is used to set up an accountplan. 
•• Analyzing the customer's company: describing their activities, how 

manymany people they employ, gross wage sum, relations with other 
companies. companies. 

•• The contact persons, the relation matrix (between contact persons of 
GakGak and those of the employer) and an analysis of existing contacts. 

•• An analysis of the decision-making structure at the customer. We ask 
forfor the first point of contact for Gak, often this is the head of the 
personnelpersonnel department and we ask about how decisions are made on 
thethe higher echelons in the company, but we don't have contact with 
them.them. We try to find out who the directors are and who take 
decisions." decisions." 
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"A"A needs profile is developed in the context of such an account plan. 
EssentialEssential in account planning is prioritizing between satisfying needs of 
customers.customers. One has to be open and honest about what one can do with these 
needs.needs. Every account analysis leads to an action list with problems that 
needneed immediate solving... Some needs are understood, but others need to be 
postponedpostponed for the long term." 

Thee importance of information on the relation matrix is emphasized by the next 
quote. . 

"There"There is no structure, part of the commercial function, in which the 
triangletriangle between account managers, the counselor in the field service and 
thethe policy managers is rather clear. All three have a role in customer 
contact.contact. The director Communications thinks that a policy manager is about 
eveneven important as an account manager. The link between the policy 
managers,managers, managed by the directorate Employers, the account managers, 
managedmanaged by the directorate Sales and Product Development and the 
counselors,counselors, managed by district offices is unknown. I don't see the link and I 
don'tdon't think there is one. " 

Inn the short term, one expected a need for a commercial support system. 

".... WDS contains rudimentary data to make an umbrella policy. It is not 
aa commerce supporting system, but it is focused on administration." 

"In"In  the short term district offices will  have commercial tasks. The 
topi400topi400 needs to be recorded with their needs pattern ". 

Onee expected Polisbeheer to have a commercial function in the sales of products 
off  the private subsidiaries (the B-branch) of the Gak Groep. 

"At"At moments of sales, for instance the subscription of a new employer, we 
trytry to cross sell proactively. The products offered come from the public as 
wellwell as from the private subsidiaries. If the new employer hasn 't thought 
aboutabout occupational health care services, we offer him these services and 
additionaladditional insurances. Brochures are sent to the customer free of 
obligations.obligations. We report the other subsidiaries, for instance our occupational 
healthhealth care service provider, about who received the brochure and they do 
thethe follow up. We only generate a lead, which needs to be followed up 
elsewhere.elsewhere. Gak can't do any more because of its public task." 

Althoughh Polisbeheer expressed a certain need to extent the current customer 
profile,, relation information at Polisbeheer didn't limit proactive approach of 
customers. . 
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ProductProduct  Information 

Productt information at Polisbeheer consists of descriptions of social insurances and 
dataa supply products. 

ForFor electronic data supply products sufficient information is available to 
provideprovide good advise. Besides brochures, we have additional information. 
WeWe can even give a demonstration with the laptop. The good visual 
presentationpresentation convinces some customers. For obligatory social insurances 
wewe assume employers to be knowledgeable." 

Forr the specification of social insurances, Polisbeheer had entrance to the 
Indelingssysteemm Bedrijven (IDS - categorization system companies) through the 
WDSS system (WDSHandl, WDS5.5). This is an expert system to assign a sector to 
companies.. This assignment determines the social insurance duties of the company. 
Premiumss are further defined on the basis of the wage sum and tenure data. This 
dataa needs to be supplied continuously through Meldingen Sociale Verzekeringen 
(MSVV - report social insurances) via the different data supply products to Gak's 
backk office. WDS provided Polisbeheer with information on premiums, on 
advancedd payments, tenures, personnel, wages and Pemba-calculations. Al l basic 
registrationss were accessible with WDS, like the basic registrations persons, 
employerss and tenures (three large basic databases). WDS offered procedures for 
mutationn and finishing as well. 

Forr data supply products, Polisbeheer had information on target groups, 
functionality,, conditions, legislatory consequences and accompanying procedures 
forr application, change and finishing. The differences and similarities of the data 
supplyy products are clear and the products are related to social insurances 
(ElecBerichten;; AVU/digitaal; EBV/Videotex; GIS/digitaal; ViaPrisma). 

ProcessProcess  information 
Thee delivery time norm for the umbrella policy was the only norm that existed. The 
umbrellaa policy had to be finished within a few days. There were no norms on the 
assortmentt level. 

"It"It  is not yet possible to promise customers a term for the delivery of 
productsproducts or information. We don't know these terms. The only delivery norm 
wewe have is on the umbrella policy, which has to be arranged within a couple 
ofof days. Such information is not available for other things. Based on my own 
experience,experience, I'm able to give the customer a quite reasonable indication. " 
"The"The percentage of deliveries within the delivery norm is hard to give 
becausebecause we have relatively few delivery norms. But for the umbrella policy 
80%80% of the cases is processed within 14 days." 
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Ineffectiveness: Ineffectiveness: 

DueDue to: 
Insufficientt relation 
information n 
Insufficientt product 
information n 
Insufficientt process 
information n 

Limited Limited 
proactivitv proactivitv 

Specification Specification 
quality quality 

problems problems 

Longer Longer 
specification specification 

lead-time lead-time 

Limited Limited 
protectionprotection of 
thethe back office 

X X 

Tablee 6.10: Ineffectiveness of front office Polisbeheer 

Effectivenes ss of Fron t Offic e Polisbehee r 
Thee analysis of the information requirements of Polisbeheer shows some 
ineffectivenesss of the front office (see table 6.10). 

InsufficientInsufficient  Process  Information 
Lackk of clear delivery times led to the need for Polisbeheer as internal director of 
processes.. To find out the processing status of customer requests Polisbeheer had to 
approachh back office departments (limited protection of the back office). 

"Our"Our coordination is confined to calling back to ask for the status of a 
request.request. Polisbeheer doesn 't get information from departments whether 
requestsrequests are processed. There are no feedback loops." 

"The"The counselor in the field service is on estimate 70% of his time occupied 
withwith the customer, now that many coordination of internal Gak affairs has 
beenbeen taken over by the policy managers. For policy managers this ratio is 
aboutabout 60-40. Sixty percent of their time has to do with getting their own 
organizationorganization on track. Ideally, Polisbeheerder should spend 80% of their 
timetime on the customer. " 

Too understand the last part of this quote, I have to stress that Polisbeheer not 
onlyy had a function in the specification of services but in service operations as well. 
Ass the name Polisbeheer already says, their primary task was to manage running 
policies,, including processing mutations, answering question on premium 
determinationn and fines, etc. Although this study is on specifications of services, the 
Gakk case is of interest to show what consequences lack of information in the front 
officee during service operations might have as well. Lack of information on wage 
andd premium determination and premium collection led to many contacts between 
Polisbeheerr and back office departments on employer cases. This raised the need for 
internall  help desks at back office departments, like Werkgeverszaken, Verkoop en 
Productontwikkelingg en LPV/Incasso (Commlnv). The queues for these helpdesks 
weree sometimes that long that policy managers tried to circumvent these queues by 
callingg directly to employees of these departments. Some of these employees 
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becamee overloaded. Some of them already had a secret telephone number  at their 
disposall  (Commlnv). Some of this back office consultation had to do with 
specifyingg the service and some concerned service operations (managing running 
policies).. Gak had planned to decentralize all activities on running policies to the 
districtt  offices and recognized the need to make all information available to 
Polisbeheer. . 

Fron tt  Offic e Center  for Work and Incom e 

Duringg the period of study several Centra voor  Werk en Inkomen (CWI - Centers 
forr  work and income) were founded in the co-operation framework of 
Samenwerkingg Werk en Inkomen (SWI - cooperation work and income). First I 
discusss the developments the CWI' s were going through during the period of study 
andd what was obtained with the CWI's. Then I typify the information requirements 
off  a typical CWI, the CWI Zwijndrecht . I finish with a discussion on the 
developmentt  of the Client Volg en Communicatie Stelsel (CVCS - client follow 
andd communication system) that had to satisfy the information requirements of 
futur ee CWI's. 

Objective ss and Phase of Developmen t of CWI's in the Year 1998 
Thee CWI is intended to be a single point of contact for  citizens who need to have 
contactt  with UVT's like Gak, employment stimulation agencies and municipalities 
ass administrators of the Algemene Bijstand Wet (ABW - National Assistance Act) 
(Commlnv).. Gak used the following definition of a CWI: a regional location where 
municipalities,, the employment stimulation agencies and LISV cooperate to 
stimulatee participation in the labor  process of those entitled to benefits, based on 
activitiess as described by the cooperation decision SWI (Staatsblad / law gazette 24 
Decemberr  1997) (SWIstatus4). In SWI, 5 UVI's , 572 municipal social services 
(GSD)) and the employment stimulation agency, divided over  18 regions, had to 
comee to cooperation (CVCSfase3). It should be noted that the governance structure 
andd working of CWI' s changed with the enforcement of the SUWI act on the first  of 
Januaryy 2002 (see appendix B). 

Att  the start of SWI in March 1996 four  types of cooperation were differentiated: 
onee file, one location, one counter  (with one check-in point) and one counter  (with 
severall  check-in points) (SWIstart). At the end of 1998 the two types of cooperation 
mentionedd in table 6.11 were left (SWIstatus4). 

Inn 1998 many cooperation decisions have been signed, the so-called 
Samenwerkingsovereenkomstenn (SWO's), based on which preparation of the CWI 
couldd be started. Table 6.12 shows in which phase 200 CWI' s were that could be 
recognizedd at the end of 1998 (CWISTATUS4). In the SWO's, agreements were 
madee about the to be served populations. The emphasis was on three populations: 
unemployedd people without a benefit, the WW population and the ABW population. 
Thee population occupational disabled people, who traditionall y were served by the 
UVI's ,, were at the end of 1998 only part of 30 out of 200 SWO's (SWIstatus4). 
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Type-> Type-> 
Process^ Process^ 
Intake e 

Indication/ / 
diagnosis s 
Informationn / 
exchange e 

Informationn on the 
laborr market and 
vacancies s 

OneOne counter (several check-in 
points) points) 

•• Several intakes 
•• Easy reference 
•• Linkage of work and benefit 
•• Accessible 
•• Possible consultation on 

diagnosiss and indication 
•• Possible double data 

collection n 
•• Less control possibilities for 

diee purpose of benefits 

•• Exchange of sector 
agreements,, labor market 
informationn and vacancies 
possible e 

OneOne counter (one check in-point) 

•• One visit 
•• One intake 
•• Linkage of work and benefit 

•• Combined personal 
diagnosiss and indication 

•• No double data collection 
•• Good control possibilities 

forr the purpose of benefits 
•• Closed method for client 

supervision n 
•• Exchange of sector 

agreements,, labor market 
informationn and vacancies 
possible e 

Tablee 6.11: Two types of CWI 

Tablee 6.13 contains the original objectives of the SWI project as were defined in 
Marchh 1996 and the degree to which these are realized at the end of 1998. Most of 
thee operational CWI's were just business collection buildings at the end of 1998. 

Neitherr process integration nor efficient allocation of people and means were 
reachedd yet (SWIstatus4). 

Thee determination of the suitable type of benefit (ABW, WW, etc) and the 
determinationn of the distance towards the labor market is done in the administrative 
intakee and the so called 'rough phasing' of the counseling. Generalists should do 
thesee activities. Phase 2 and 3 customers are referred to the qualifying intake, which 
wass done by the employment stimulation agencies in 1998. 

"Phase"Phase one people are expected to return quickly into the labor process. We 
don'tdon't do very much for them, i.e. not that intensive. They got registered and 
wewe refer them when there are vacancies. " 

"Phase"Phase two people could be guided to the labor market with short extra 
trainingtraining and intensive mediation. Phase three people are long-lasting 
unemployedunemployed people who need long-term extra training to become 
employable.employable. Phase four people have never worked or their distance to the 
laborlabor market is large. Generally these people are served by the 
municipalities,municipalities, got social security assistance for quite some time, can't work 
owingowing to circumstances, etc. The employment stimulation agencies work the 
mostmost for phase two and three people because they need extra training. The 
phasesphases are determined with the use of a yardstick with different factors. " 
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Januaryy 1998 
Junee 1998 
Octoberr 1998 
Decemberr 1998 

Talking Talking 
32 2 
26 6 
48 8 
33 3 

Preparing Preparing 
37 7 
42 2 
92 2 
119 9 

Running Running 
19 9 
37 7 
40 0 
48 8 

Unknown Unknown 
21 1 
15 5 
0 0 
0 0 

Tablee 6.12: SWO's at 200 CWI's 

Everyy CWI divided the activities in the above-mentioned process differently. 
Tablee 6.14 shows appointments made about the division of labor in the 200 SWO's 
att the end of 1998 (SWIstatus4). In October 1998 only 40 CWI were operational. 
Thee analysis of the situation shows that CWI's were developing and differed and 
thatt the affiliated organizations still performed many of their basic tasks themselves. 

ObjectiveObjective (SWIstart) RealizationRealization (SWIstatus4) 
AA better labor focused 
servicingg of unemployed 
peoplee entitled to a benefit. 

Mostt CWI's were just business collection buildings, which 
doesn'tt lead in all cases to a better labor focused servicing. 

Increasingg efficiency of 
administrativee processes. 

Inn the pre-SWI situation, customers had to supply data two to 
threee times to the different organizations (the so called 
columns).. By bundling administrative intakes, data just has to 
bee supplied once. Most of the CWI's weren't that far at all. 
Processs integration hasn't been reached yet. 

Strengtheningg effectiveness 
off  allocation of people and 
means. . 

Inn the current situation, there are different front offices with 
peoplee and means. The amount of people doing CWI-tasks 
hasn'tt decreased in comparison with the old situation. The 
amountt of productive hours of employees is shattered. Costs 
havee increased in comparison with the old situation. Increase 
off  accommodation costs is expected. 

Implementationn of a 
commonn system for 
informationn exchange for 
thee purpose of above 
mentionedd objectives; this 
systemm has to enable 
integrall  monitoring of 
performancee of the 
completee process as well. 

CVCSS obtains support of the processes of leading people to 
thee labor market, the application of benefits, the reference to 
thee organizations that determines the benefit and the 
processess of these organizations. CVCS has four parts: e-mail 
function,, intake module, view module and EDI/event 
processing.. CVCS still is in its development phase. The test 
phasee of the intake module will be finished before the second 
quarterr of 1999, that of the view module in the first half of 
1999.. Parties involved are not ready yet to realize 
adjustmentss in their own systems to enable EDI. 

Betterr alignment of demand 
andd supply by which the 
demandd side would be 
betterr served 

Thee yardstick to determine the distance of unemployed 
peoplee to thee labor market is developed. The cooperating 
partiess didn't succeed yet in involving the demand side of the 
laborr market in the CWI. Adequate alignment of demand and 
supplyy is a relatively virgin territory. In 20 operational 
CWI's,, one or more temporary employment agencies are 
available.. They supply their vacancy data to 28 other 
operationall  CWI's. A complete vacancy supply hasn't been 
reachedd at CWI's. 

Tablee 6.13: Original objectives of SWI in 1996 and status at the end of 1998 
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Activity Activity 

Administrativee intake 
Roughh phasing 
Intakee for the benefit 
Qualifyingg intake 
Activatingg and control UVI 
Activatingg and control GSD 
Supplyy of labor strengthening 

Generalist Generalist 

100 0 
92 2 
15 5 
0 0 
1 1 
1 1 
0 0 

EveryoneEveryone for there 
own own 
35 5 
41 1 
114 4 
128 8 
129 9 
107 7 
110 0 

Unknown Unknown 

65 5 
67 7 
71 1 
72 2 
70 0 
92 2 
90 0 

Tablee 6.14: Appointments about the division of labor in 200 SWO's 

CWII Zwijndrech t 

Thee situation of CWI Zwijdrecht in 1998 is shown by the next quotes. For benefit 
andd labor guidance services CWI Zwijndrecht is characterized by 'One counter 
(severall  check-in points)' and for the administrative intake applies 'Everyone for 
theirr own'. The CWI Zwijndrecht operated under the name 'jobs center'. 

"CWI"CWI Zwijndrecht could be best characterized as one counter with several 
check-incheck-in points, because people start at the reception desk, which refers 
peoplepeople to Gak, the municipality, the temporary employment agency, the 
StichtingStichting Werkkring (for WIW, Melkert jobs, etc.), or to the employment 
stimulationstimulation agencies." 

"Everyone"Everyone does their own intake. One intake hasn 't been organized yet. If 
thethe citizen doesn't has objections, data is exchanged between ArbVo, Gak, 
GSDGSD and temporary employment agencies." 

"From"From within the CWI we monitor people during the first half year. Then we 
passpass on people to ArbVo...it happens that people run into certain problems 
afterafter a few weeks or months. I examine what we can do in cooperation with 
thethe other partners in the CWI, primarily ArbVo... They will  have an intake 
withwith that person because they have more possibilities to indicate exactly 
whatwhat suits such a person, what they can offer him. They know exactly what 
isis on the market. Gak knows this only roughly. " 

Inn CWI Zwijndrecht, Gak did the intake for the benefit itself. The path for phase 
twoo and three people was planned by the employment stimulation agency. 

"Someone"Someone who became unemployed and checks in at the jobs center will 
havehave to follow a few steps. The person has to check in at the reception and 
receivesreceives the form 'registration form looking f or a job'...If the per son wants 
toto check in at the employment stimulation agency, he needs to fill  in another 
form.form. ...After the first visit the person leaves with a certificate of 
subscriptionsubscription ...People who come for a standard intake is told that they will 
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bebe invited after about a month and that they have to do a few things in that 
period,period, like minimally one job application a week, subscription to several 
temporarytemporary employment agencies, etc...If the person comes for benefit 
application,application, he has to know all data of the last six years." 

"The"The forms don't have to be filled immediately... the form 'application WW 
forfor employees' is for WW-application at Gak. The form 'registration form 
lookinglooking for a job' is for the employment stimulation agency and for Gak. 
TheThe 'question list Arbvo' is for the employment stimulation agency 
...Decisions...Decisions about awarding benefits are taken at district offices...Basically, 
II  take the forms and sent these for assessment to the district office. " 

Specificationn of Services in CWI Zwijndrecht 

Thee above-mentioned quotes show that CWI Zwijndrecht had a marginal role in the 
specificationn of benefits and labor guidance services. The service was limited to 
signaling,, reference, monitoring of application forms and (limited) data interchange. 
CWII  Zwijndrecht was the portal to associated parties and hosted third parties like 
temporaryy agencies. For Gak, CWI Zwijndrecht was just the distributor and 
collectorr of application forms. These were sent to Gak district offices for further 
processingg and specification of benefits. The Gak district office decided on the 
benefit. . 

"The"The district offices decide. If an unemployed has come to the CWI to apply 
forfor a benefit, he will  come to the CWI with complaints or questions about 
decisionsdecisions on benefits...Nowadays, the letter clearly states why someone is 
entitledentitled to a benefit or not. The CWI receives a copy of that letter." 

CWII  Zijndrecht also played a role in the service fulfilment process. Through 
theirr activation and control functions they verified whether unemployed people 
appliedd enough for jobs and whether their claim on benefits was still reasonable. 
Forr labor guidance services, the CWI just referred customers to the UVTs, GSD's 
andd ARBVO. 

Typee of Fron t Offic e CWI Zwijndrecht : Counte r 
II  typify the CWI Zwijndrecht as 'Counter' (see figure 6.3). I discuss the degree of 
customization,, the relation, product en process information that was available to the 
CWII  and the effectiveness of the CWI. 

DegreeDegree  of  Customization 
Servicee specification in the CWI Zwijndrecht is limited to monitoring the 
completionn of standard application forms. CWI Zwijndrecht just distributed, 
collectedd and monitored standard application forms and referred to the affiliated 
organizations. . 
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Figuree 6.3: CWI: type of front office 

RelationRelation  Information 
Thee distribution, collection and monitoring of standard application forms and 
referencee to affiliated organizations could be seen as anonymous transactions in 
whichh no differentiation was made between customers. No information on 
applicantss for benefits was available at the CWI. 

ProductProduct  Information 

Productt information in the CWI was limited to the standard application forms. To 
monitorr completion of these forms, the CWI-employee knew about the application 
form. . 

Althoughh there were dependencies between benefit services and labor guidance 
services,, in the 'One counter (several check in points)'-model of CWI Zwijndrecht 
thesee dependencies were not taken into account in the sense that these services were 
takenn together in a coherent service package or assortment. 

"Within"Within the CWI a spectrum of services is provided like labor guidance 
services,services, benefits, temporary employment services, etc. Sometimes these are 
dependent.dependent. For labor guidance one might need some training. Then the 
personperson has to provide for its income, for which he needs a benefit. At a 
certaincertain moment the unemployed person needs to know whether everything is 
arrangedarranged for. These processes are not synchronized in time, i.e. the parties 
processprocess everything independent from each other. It is possible that a 
personspersons hears this week that he is allowed to follow a training, but that he 
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mightmight have to wait another two weeks before he knows about the benefit 
decision." decision." 

ProcessProcess  Information 
Thee above-mentioned quote shows that neither services nor delivery times were 
aligned.. For the settlement of individual services there were sometimes delivery 
norms,, like in the case of deciding on unemployment benefits. 

"Gak"Gak is obliged to inform people about their allowance for benefits within 
fourfour weeks after the first day of unemployment (the norm time). This 
decisiondecision comes from the district office because they do the assessment. At 
thethe moment the norm time is reached quite often (above the 80/90%). " 

"There"There is a norm time of four weeks and within these four weeks, I can't see 
thethe status." 

Effectivenes ss of Fron t Offic e CWI 
II  haven't found any indications for ineffectiveness of the front office CWI 
Zwijndrechtt due to insufficient information to perform their limited function in 
servicee specification. 

Clien tt  Volg en Communicati e Stelse l (CVCS) 
Withinn the frame of CWI developments, a Client Volg en Communicatie Stelsel 
(CVCSS - Client Follow and Communication System) was developed to support 
thee process of intake and phasing. This provided an indication of the fiiture 
informationn provision of the CWI. Government saw the system as a central 
developedd and managed system to follow clients and to interchange information 
betweenn CWI affiliated organizations (SWIadvies). CVCS would support 
processess like the joint intake and labor supply analysis. 

Thee working of the system was conceived as follows (CVCSfase3). 
•• CVCS Mail, elementary electronic mail facilities. 
•• CVCS Inkijk (view module), the possibility to look into the standardized 

datasetss (the so called 'shop-window files') of the three 'CWI-columns' 
(UVI's,, Arbvo and GSD'n) via the Internet. 

•• CVCS Gemeenschappelijke intake (joint intake). This module just 
supportss the administrative intake (not the qualifying intake). It was the 
intentionn to have all available information in the columns automatically 
availablee in the intake through the shop-window files. 

•• CVCS Eventverwerking (event processing), The automatic reporting of 
eventsevents concerning the client to the different parties (primary through 
EDI). . 
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II  analyzed the conceptual data model of the shop-window datasets that was 
testedd in 1998 in eight CVCS pilot projects (CVCSfase3). About 230 data items are 
clusteredd into six clusters: basic data, labor market qualifications, labor data, benefit 
data,, labor guidance data and non-client data. This last cluster was about data on 
vacanciess for which no model was made yet. This reconfirms the observation in 
tablee 6.13 that the SWI objective to come to better alignment of supply and demand 
onn the labor market hadn't been reached yet. The first five categories are found in 
tablee 6.15. In the analysis I further used the data set for the joint intake 
(CVCSintake).. In this set the same categories are distinguished. Furthermore I 
analyzedd the difference between two systems, MR-SWI (from a party outside the 
Gakk Groep) and Gina (from the Gak Groep subsidiary, ASZ) (CVCSginamr). Both 
systemss were offered when, in 1997, a tender was put out for the intake module for 
thee eight CVCS pilots. The differences between both systems and the relation to 
CVCSS were under study at Gak. Both systems covered a different subset of the 
CVCSS data. The CVCS contained relation and product information. No indications 
off  process information have been found. 

CVCS:CVCS: Relation  Information  in  Development 
Thee relation information is on the level of a customer profile and is shown in table 
6.15. . 

CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in B to C 
Geographic Geographic 

Zipp code 
Region n 
Climate e 
Density y 

Demographic Demographic 
Agee {Date of birth) 
Gender r 
Familyy size (type of household, children, partner) 
Familyy life cycle 
Income e 
Professionn (work experience) 
Educationn (education and courses) 
Sociall class 
RelevantRelevant specific skills 

Psychographic Psychographic 
Habits s 
Attitudes s 
Interests s 
Hobby's s 
Mediaa behavior 
Buyingg intention 
Occupationn or use of relevant goods/services 

ST T 

ST T 
ST T 
ST T 

AK K 
AK K 

AK K 

CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in B to B 
BusinessBusiness characteristics 

Sectorr (sector code) 1 

Tablee 6.15: Relation information in CVCS 
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Establishments s 
Amountt of employees 
Buyingg pattern 
Activitiess and processes 
Productss and services 
Organizationall structure 
Legislatoryy status 
Financiall indicators 
Endd markets 
Usagee rate 
Size e 

CustomerCustomer profile 
CustomerCustomer identification 

Companyy name 
Name e 
Title e 
Address s 
Domicile e 
Telephonee number 
Countryy (nationality) 
Fax x 
E-mail l 
Customerr id. (Social security number; identification) 
Accountt nr. 
Paymentt method and data 
WorkWork license 
ResidenceResidence permit 

ST T 

ST T 
ST T 
ST T 
ST T 

ST T 

ST T 
ST T 

StatusStatus of the relationship 
Suspect t 
Prospect t 
Lead d 
Qualifiedd lead 
Customer r 

CharacteristicsCharacteristics of the relationship 
Typee of customer (reproachable behavior) 
Active// passive (independent applying for jobs, motivation) 
Frequentt complainer 
'Doo not promote' 

AT T 
AT T 

StateState of commercial process 1 sales cycle 
AvailabilityAvailability for work 1 labor duty 
SubscriptionSubscription at Arbeidsvoorziening 
Reactionn on campaigns 
Applicationn for information (application for benefits) 
Proposals s 
Triall purchases 
Runningg orders 
Typee of purchasing decision 

Paymentss (advanced money) 
Scotsman-analysis s 

AT T 
AT T 

UG G 

UG G 

ContactContact management infonnation 
Contactt persons (at CWI, UVI, GSD orArbvo) 
Decision-makingg unit structure 
Relationn matrix 
Structuree of purchasing process 
Contactt history 

UG.AT T 

Tablee 6.15: Continued 
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Agreementss / appointments made 
To-do-list t 
Partt of campaigns 
Contentt (brochures, reports, etc.) received 
Afterr sales service-applications 
Originn of the customer (recommendation by third parties) 
Complaints s 
Media/channell preferences 

NeedsNeeds - possession information 
Installedd base / buying pattern 
•• Current and former employment relations 
•• Labor beyond industrial relations 

 Income 
•• Running benefits and history last five years: social security act, amount, 

measuresmeasures taken 
 Re-integration trajectory plan and applied re-integration instruments 

Possessionn or use of relevant goods or services (health care insurance) 
Needss profile 
•• Desired profession 
•• Occupational disability rate and possible workload 
•• Willingness to move (mobility) 
•• Willingness to accept work in other professions (flexibility) 
•• Distance to the labor market 1 data on phase definition 
Affinityy score 
UnemploymentUnemployment and dismissal 

AG,, AT 

ST T 
AT T 

UG G 

DevelopmentDevelopment of the relationship 
CommercialCommercial value (economic indicators) 

Positionn in the relationship lifecycle 
Customerr life-time value 
Recency y 
Frequency y 
Monetaryy value 
Cross-selling-rate e 
Retentionn rate 
Relationn duration 
Degreee of customer acquisition 
Sharee of use 
Sharee of spend 
Potentiall spend index 

RelationshipRelationship experience (psychological indicators) 
Switchingg cost 
Trust t 
Commitment t 
Satisfaction n 
Attractivity y 
Longg term expectations 

OpportunitiesOpportunities for partnership 
Actorr analysis (commitment, motivations, competencies, priorities, etc) 
Decision-makingg processes 
StrategicStrategic developments /importance on the customer side 
Commerciall attractiveness of the customer's customers 
Cooperationn intention 
Compatibilityy (strategic, organizational, technological, cultural) 
Partnerss reputation 

Tablee 6.15: Continued 
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Legend:: SG = CVCS basic data; AK = CVCS labor qualification data; AG = CVCS labor 
data;; UG = CVCS benefit data; AT = CVCS labor guidance data. 

CVCS:CVCS: Product  Information  in  Development 
Thee CWI was planned to deliver the Bewijs van Inschrijving (BVI - proof of 
subscription)) at ARBVO, the administrative intake for all parties and the rough 
phasing. . 

CVCSS makes the following product information available (CVCSintake). 

•• Application for benefit (application date, start date, end date, law, sector). 
•• Phase determination (labor market perspective, labor market qualifications, 

personall qualifications, hindrance to accept work). 
•• Subscription data Arbvo (BVI - proof of subscription) (date and reason). 

CVCSS provides information about decisions yet taken (phase determination, 
subscriptionn at Arbvo and benefit applied). It doesn't provide information to specify 
products,, but merely provided an image on running cases to supply all parties with 
thee same information. 

CVCS:CVCS: 'Intake'  versus  'Service'  Paradigm 
Severall papers (SWIstart; SWIadvies; SWIstatus4) sketch the ideal picture of a CWI 
inn which citizens never leave the CWI without being confronted with the demand 
sidee of the labor market and in which counseling is dependent on his distance to the 
laborr market. In this ideal picture an assortment of services would be offered to get 
thee citizen as soon as possible on the labor market and when this takes some time is 
assuredd of income through benefits. 

Too reach this the CWI has to develop into a front office in which citizens are 
offeredd aligned benefits and labor guidance services from one location. The 
organizationss in the different columns have to function as suppliers. CWTs were at 
quitee a distance from that ideal picture at the end of 1998. The relation information 
thatt would be delivered by CVCS would support the ideal situation. This 
informationn is on the level of the front office type 'field and inside service'. 
Althoughh I haven't been able to analyze the degree of customization of labor 
guidancee services, it could be expected that this would be at least an assortment of 
standardd services and probably even services on the customized standardization 
levell (in which labor guidance services are customized to the personal situation of 
thee citizen). 

Whetherr the CWI indeed would develop in this direction is the question. The 
CVCSS had just yet an intake, communication and client follow function. This is 
shownn by the product information in CVCS as well, which doesn't concern 
informationn on elements of the service or customization options or delivery 
conditionss of the service, but merely is an overview of services dealt with or already 
deliveredd by the several organizations. This is primarily meant to enable the 
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differentt organizations to follow clients after the service already is specified. Thus 
thee CVCS doesn't support the specification of services. Specification was still 
thoughtt of to take place at affiliated organizations in the 'second line'. 

"Based"Based on the intake, all relevant data is collected from the columns with 
CVCS.CVCS. Then this data isfunneled to the different organizations (UVI, GSD, 
ARBVO).ARBVO). These organizations deliver the actual products, like benefits and 
laborlabor guidance." 

Itt is notable that the CWI and CVCS plans depart from the 'intake '-paradigm 
andd not from the 'service'-paradigm. In the 'intake'-paradigm it is assumed that 
customerr contact consists of extracting data from the client to start production in the 
differentt columns. Technology is used to make the customer case available to the 
backk office. The organization and its production are central. The CWI has the 
functionn of portal. 

Inn the 'service'-paradigm the customer is central. The assumption is that the 
clientt enters the CWI with a problem ('no work, no income') and an assumption 
('I'mm insured') and that the client leaves with a perspective ('there are opportunities 
too improve my situation and they are going to support me'). Within the service 
paradigmm discretionary power would be decentralized to the CWI to enable CWI 
employeess to anticipate circumstances of the client. Technology would make 
servicess accessible to the CWI employee and its clients. The CWI would be 
distributionn channel in this situation with the different columns as suppliers. 

Conclusion ,, What I Learne d fro m Gak 

Basedd on proposition three, the strategic development of Gak Nederland can be 
characterizedd by a movement from a mass oriented service positioning strategy 
towardstowards a scope oriented one. The changes needed to make this movement were 
expressedd in the business plan and in interviews and were taken together in the 
changee program Aansluiting. Aansluiting clearly focussed on a scope oriented 
servicee positioning strategy with modulair service processes, a mass customized 
servicee type, relationship marketing and economies of scope. The main innovations 
att Gak were of the recombinative type, supporting the movement towards scope 
orientation.. Some innovations were of the ad hoc type and remained ad hoc in the 
generall  sense of meaning because a posteriori recognition, dissemination and 
codificationn of new built competencies was missing. Therefore contribution of these 
add hoc innovations to the strategic movement was limited. Although Gak's intention 
too move into the direction of scope orientation was clear, implementation of 
customizationn or recombinative innovations was quite hard, because the 
organizationn which had arosen from years of mass oriented service positioning 
wasn'tt facilitating it. 

Too implement a scope oriented service positioning strategy Gak had to start a 
majorr change program for which overall costs were estimated at 294 million Euros 
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duringg a period of four years. The most prevailing efforts were the ICT driven 
businesss process redesign, investment in the ICT infrastructure and the changes in 
thee marketing and sales organization. With the change program Aansluiting, Gak 
anticipatedd market changes and rising competition, which resulted from the 
Organisatiewett Sociale Verzekeringen (Organization act Social Security). This act 
allowedd new entrants to the UVI market and allowed free choice of UVI for sector 
counselss and employers. Only three years later, the Dutch government changed its 
strategyy towards the organization of social security and decided to stop the 
privatizationn process of the UVI's. During 2000 and 2001 the SUWI law passed the 
Dutchh parliament, which arranged for the complete merger of all five UVI's into the 
Uitvoeringsorgaann Werknemers Verzekeringen (UWV) by the first of January 2002. 
Againn the UVI's had to anticipate major environmental changes. Gak dismantled the 
changee program Aansluiting, many projects stopped without any concrete results 
andd Gak sold its commercial activities. 

Partt of Gak's strategy to move from mass orientation towards scope orientation 
wass to create two single points of contact with employer organizations. R&V was 
intendedd to be the single point of contact for the specification of customized 
standardizedd services for sectors and major employers. These services would be 
masss customized on customer order out of standard components and smallest 
replicapablee units. Polisbeheer was intended to be the single point of contact for 
employers,, which were member of sectors. These organizations were offered 
segmentedd standardized services. 

Thee case of R&V supports proposition one and two. R&V shows the degree of 
customizationn and corresponding information requirements at the field and inside 
servicee level. R&V also shows some of the ineffectiveness problems proposed in 
propositionn two. R&V can be typified as a field and inside service, which is 
ineffectivee due to insufficient information. R&V mostly specified customized 
standardizedd services out of standardized components like the LISV reference 
products.. It used a limited customer profile during the specification process. R&V 
requiredd extension of this profile with insight in the decision-making structure and 
relationn matrix, insight in the needs profile of customers, market segmentation and 
insightt in commercial processes. Due to this insufficiency in relation information 
R&VV suffered limitations in its proactivity towards customers. Product information 
att R&V was insufficient. They lacked clear insight into the standardized 
componentss out of which customized standardized services could be configured. 
Thee use of the data logistics method to determine smallest replicapable units was no 
standardd and its use remained coincidental. Due to this insufficient product 
information,, specification lead-time was longer than necessary and protection of the 
backk office was limited. The same inefficiencies resulted from insufficient process 
information.. Because R&V lacked clear insight into its service components, 
specificationn lead-time could not be estimated and frequent back office consultation 
wass needed. 

Thee Polisbeheer case is supportive to proposition one and two as well. I typify 
Polisbeheerr as a one-stop-shop. Polisbeheer specifies segmented standardized 
servicess in which the sectors are the segments to which employers are clustered. 
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Thee umbrella policy is a loosely defined assortment of social security insurances 
combinedd with data supply products. Polisbeheer  showed a clear  need for  a 
customerr  profile, which was sufficient for  specifying the segmented standardization. 
Thee fact that they used a customer profil e deviates from the proposed pattern in the 
theory.. This could be explained from the fact that Gak planned a commercial role 
forr  Polisbeheer  for  all its products in the future. Polisbeheer  had to perform a 
functionn in account planning to support R&V and sometimes co-operated with R&V 
too provide the customized standardized service one-processing office (although this 
wass exceptional). For  this support and the occasional specification of customized 
standardizationn they needed a customer profile. I typified Polisbeheer  as one-stop-
shopp based on their  primary segmented standardized service, not on the occasional 
customizedd standardized service. Furthermore, some information on commercial 
processess was needed to support prospect generation for  the B-branch, another 
functionn Polisbeheer  was planned to perform in the future. Another  explanation for 
thee customer profil e comes from the fact that Polisbeheer  not only performed 
servicee specification but also service operations. The name Polisbeheer  says it all. 
Theyy had to manage social security policies in the first  place, i.e. they performed 
afterr  sales functions like policy mutation and explaining premiums to customers. 
Theyy had to change policies due to changes in the amount of personel employed by 
thee employer, for  instance. Therefore they needed a customer profil e with 
informationn on the installed base of insurances, contact management, customer 
identification,, type of customer, payments and relevant services. Altogether, the 
customerr  profil e supported the service operations function of Polisbeheer  in the first 
placee and some elements (like account planning and information on commercial 
processes)) could be explained from their  support function for  R&V and the B-
branch.. Product information on the assortment of assurances and data delivery 
methodss reflected segmented standardization. Polisbeheer  had to consult the back 
officee due to lack of process information, which resulted in limited protection of the 
backk office. 

Althoughh the case of CWI is supportive to proposition one, the case is somewhat 
disappointing.. The CWI played a marginal role in the specification of services. It 
hadd just the function of portal and a function in the completion of standard 
applicationn forms. The front  office is typified as counter. The application forms that 
aree distributed and collected are standard. The relation information is on anonymous 
transactions.. Product information is limited to information on standard application 
forms.. CWI Zwijndrecht works with standard delivery time norms for  individual 
servicess as process information. The general analysis of the CWI shows that during 
thee period of study (fall 1998) only 40 CWI' s were operational and that a pilot ran 
inn 8 CWI with the CVCS. Analysis of the CVCS shows that this system primaril y 
wass meant to support the different organizations with information to track clients 
andd to communicate some data on clients. The intake paradigm is central to the 
CVCSS and phase two and three clients for  which labor  guidance services were 
meantt  in the first  place, were serviced from the second line, i.e. the affiliated 
organizations,, not the CWI. Taking this analysis into account, I decided not to 
enlargee the study of CWI's. I had doubts on what additional results could be 
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expectedd from such an enlargement. Given the intake paradigm behind CWI 
Zwijndrechtt and the CVCS; the marginal function of CWTs in the specification of 
services;; and the observation that the different organizations preserved much of 
theirr existing operations, gave rise to the surmise that extension of the study 
wouldn'tt learn me anything additionally about the propositions presented in chapter 
four. . 

Thee Gak case supports proposition three. Gak moved its strategy towards scope 
orientationn but showed many characteristics of mass orientation during the period of 
study.. The move in its strategy could be recognized by the characteristics of the 
genericc service strategies in proposition three. Polisbeheer deliberately was 
designedd as a single point of contact for (loosely packaged) standardized services 
duringg the period before the start of the study and reflected Gak's mass orientation 
duringg that period. R&V grew into its commercial role and faced the challenge to 
supportt Gak's strategic change towards scope orientation. As a result of the mass 
orientedd focus in the years before, R&V suffered from insufficient information, but 
theyy clearly showed a need for information on the field and inside service level. 

Gakk Specifi c Referenc e Materia l 

Code Code 
AANSLPvA A 
APKPN N 
APULB B 
AVU/digitaal l 
Brug24 4 

BUSIPLAN N 
CVCSfase3 3 
CVCSintake e 
CVCSginamr r 
DefRWGZ Z 
EBV/Videotex x 
ElecBerichten n 
Esprit t 

FinDagl5dec99 9 

FLEXbase e 
GAKJvrsg98 8 
GAKJvisg99 9 
GAKNUvrs98 8 
GAKNUvrs99 9 
GAK2002 2 
GAKstruc97 7 

Document Document 
Plann van aanpak Aansluiting 
Accountt plan KPN 
Accountt plan Uitleenbedrijven sector 52 
AVU/digitaal:: papier overbodig, productfolder 
Brug,, Bulletin voor het management van Gak Nederland B.V., jrg. 2, 
nr.. 24,26 juni 1998 
Businessplann - visie en strategie 1996-2000 
Systeemconceptt CVCS fase 3, realisatie CVCS SV 
Gegevenssett gemeenschappelijke intake CVCS 
Dee relation tussen MRE, GINA, CLIM en CVCS 
Definitiestudiee Raadpleegfaciliteit employerszaken 
EBV/Videotex.. De zekerheid van online controle, productfolder 
Overstappenn op electronisch berichtenverkeer, productfolder 
Esprit:: het spoor naar product- en processflexibiliteit, projectgroep 
Esprit,, januari 1998 
Quotationn of Drs. Ing. Paul Staal, vice-president of the 
Branchorganisatiee Arbodiensten (BAO - industry association of 
occupationall  health care services) in Financieel Dagblad, 15 december 
1999 9 
Inrichtingg Flexbase t.b.v. Gak Nederland en uitzendbureaus 
GAKK groep jaarverslag 1998 
GAKK groep jaarverslag 1999 
Gakk Nederland B.V. jaarverslag 1998 
Gakk Nederland B.V. jaarverslag 1999 
Bestemming:: 2002 Het transformatieprocess van Gak Nederland bv 
Beknoptee beschrijving van de organisatiestructure van Gak Nederland 
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GEGSETPB B 
GIS/digitaal l 
HFDlijnen n 

KLANTprof f 
Commlnv v 

OplGegLog g 
PBregio o 
ProdCat t 
ProModelWAO O 

ProfSect t 
PvARWGZ Z 
R&VBPL L 
REFLEXpva a 

REFLEXgeg g 
REFLEXmm m 
SECTafspr98 8 

StukABN N 
SWIadvies s 

SWIstart t 
SWIstatus4 4 

SYSGIDS S 
ViaPrisma a 
VisieOl l 

WDS5.5 5 

WDShandl l 
WDSPvA A 
WERKPRAG G 
WGZgeg g 
WGZHerin n 

Inventarisatiee gegevensset polisbeheer / inspecteur buitensservice 
GIS/digitaal:: het gemak van eenvoud 
Hoofdlijnenn voor een toekomstige uitvoeringsorganisatie van de sociale 
verzekeringen,, notitie aan de voorzitter van de Eerste Kamer der 
Staten-Generaall  van de Staatssecretaris van Sociale Zaken en 
Werkgelegenheid,, mr. F.H.G.de Grave 
Customerr profile, 28jauari 1999 
Naarr klantgerichte communicatie & information Inventarisatie huidige 
situatiee Gak Nederland 
Introductiee Data logistics ASZ-L&I - Opleiding data logistics 
Polisbeheerr in de regio - Het aanspreekpunt van de employer 
Productt Catalogus 
Processmodell  claimbeoordeling ten behoeve van business case, WAO 
enn WAO-hiaat verzekering, januari 1999 
Profiell  sectorraden, 30 October 1997 
Plann van Aanpak: Raadpleegfaciliteit WGZ 
Businessplann R&V - unit sectorraden en LISV sector opdrachtverlening 
ReFlex,, Registratie Flexwerkers bij Gak Nederland bv, plan van 
aanpak k 
Eindrapportagee Gegevensanalyse ten behoeve van Reflex 
ReFlexx Memo 
Sectorr specifieke afspraken t.b.v. de jaarovereenkomst 1998 voor de 
sectorraad: : 
KPN N 
Burgerluchtvaartt / KLM 
NS S 
Standardd stuklijsten ABN-AMRO, ZW, ZW-vervolg, WAO, WW 
Samenwerkingg in dynamisch perspectief Advies Regiegroep SWI April 
1997 7 
Startdocumentt Samenwerking Werk en Inkomen 1 maart 1996 
Vierdee statusrapportage SWI-samenwerkingsovereenkomsten Gak 
Nederlandd B.V., december 1998 
Gakk Systemengids, februari 1997 
ViaPrisma:: gemak service de employer, productfolder 
Visiee op 2001, de relation tussen Gak Nederland, employers en 
verzekerdenn in het jaar 2001. Discussiestuk over de klanten, de 
products,, het accountmanagement, de distributiekanalen en de IT van 
Gakk Nederland na 2000. Concept 26 januari 1998. 
Gebruikershandleidingg Werkgever Dialoog Systeem WDS-versie 5.5 
januarii  1997 
Handleidingg WDS Fase 2 Versie 98.10 
Plann van aanpak: Raadpleegfaciliteit WGZ 
Instructieboekk werkprocesssen ag 
Inventarisatiee gegevensset polisbeheerder / inspecteur buitenservice 
Rapportt Herinrichting employerszaken 
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